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PUBLISHED EVBRT SATURDAY AT
BOLimcin, - - mui




$1.50 per year if paid in adcance; $1.75 if
paid at three month, and $2.00 if
paid at nix month.
JOBPBINTINO PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
Ono square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
llrst Insertion, and 25 cents for each subse-
Quent insertion for any period under three
months.
| 8 M. | 6 m. I t Y.
1 Square ................ 8 50 5 00 1 8 00
2 ** ........ .......... 5 (X» 8 00 1 10 00
3 “ ................ 8 00 10 00 I 17 00
>4 Column ........... ...... 10 00 17 00 | 25 00w “ ................. 17 00 25 00 1 40 00
1 “ ................. 25 00 40 00 | 65 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes. ,
Business Cards in City Directory, not over tlircc
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished whitout charge for subscribeis.
An X before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two XZ sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
nr All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
Rail Road?.
Chicago & West Michigan R. R.
Taken Effect > Sunday x Nov. 9, 1879.
Arrive at Leave
Train*. Holland, Holland,
Grand Rapids. 1 1.40 u. in.“ 11.55 a.m. } 5.20 “
•• “ $ 1000 p.m. 3.30 p.m.
Muskegon, Penlwuter
«fc Big Rapids. *5.35 p. ra. 5.25 a. m.“ “ 10.30 “ 3.35 p. m.“ “ \ 9.55 p.m. # 8 20a.m.
New Buffalo &
Chicago. J 1-39 a. m. 12.00 m.“ “ * 7.20 “ # 0 00 a.m.“ “ 3.25 p. m. I 10.15 p. in.
* 7.40
• Mixed trains,
+ Daily except Sundav and Monday.
$ Daily except Saturday.
{ Mondays only.
All other trains daily except Sundays.
Ail trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
line which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
time.
Grand Haven Rail Road.
Liver? and Salt Cutlet.
l)OONE II„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
1) andbarnon Marketslreet. Everything first-
class.
VITBBELINK, J. IL, Livery and Sale Stable;
iv .Office of Daily Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
street, near Market.
Meat Marfcett.
liOONE, C., Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of
D Meftt. Pays the highest price for cattle.
Zeeland, Ottawa Co., Mich. 2-ly
1JUTKAUA VANZOEREN, New Meat Mar-
a) ket, ncarcorner Eighth and Fish Street. All
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
UITE.J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
. vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
y-AN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
V and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.
Macafactsrlei, Mills, Shops, Etc.
fTEALD, R. K., Manufacturer ol andDualerin
11 Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowimt Machines • cor. 10th A River street.
pAUELS. VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proprietors
I of IHugtjer Mill*; (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
YI7ILMS, P. II. Manufacturer of Wooden, and
V v Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor-
10th and River streets.
Notary Pabllei.
pOST, HENRY I)., Real Estate and Insurance
1 Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer ;Col-
ectlons made In Holland and vicinity.
ITAN SCHELVEN, O., Justice of the Peace,
V Notary Public, Conveyancer, etc. Office,
Van Landegend’s Block.
Physicists.
A811, II. L., Surgeon. Physician and Accouch-eur. Office at his residence, Ovoryael, Mich.
I EDEBOER.K.S.. City Physician and Surgeon:
office at residence, on Eighth street, near
Chi. A M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
AfC CULLOCII THUS.. Physician, Surgeon and
1 1 Accoucheur. Office, Van Putteu’s Drugstore,
Holland, Michigan.
QCUOUTEN, U. A., Pnysician and Surgeon;
O office at the First Ward Drug Store, Eighth
Street. __
QCUOUTEN, F. J., Physician and Acconcher.
O Office at Dr. Sehouteu’s drug store. Eighthstreet. 4U ly.
\f ANTING, A. CL. Physician and Surgeon;
.vl office at Graafrchap Village, Allegan county,
Mich. Office hours from 10 to 12 a. m. 20-ly.'
rhstDcripher.
I I IGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer, Gal-
II lory opposite this office.
Saddlers.
ITAUPELL, H., Manufacturer of anddealenn
V Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.
Tsbaces and Cigars.
rpK ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
1 Cigars, Snull, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Watches and Jewelry.


















8 2’) 11 47 7 20 3 35
7 55 11 42 Grand Haven, 7 43 3 40
7 05 11 12 Piftcon, 8 40 4 06
5 55 10 44 Holland, U 55 4 85
5 23 10 25 Fillmore, 10 25 4 15
4 00 9 35 Allegan, 11 40 5 45
FRED. H. MAY, Manager.
E. C. Leavenworth. Gen'l Freight Agent.
W. BAU.MGARTEL, Aged,
Holland. Mich.
t;lo*e connections made at Allegan with G. R. A
R. R. and L. S. A M. S. for Plainwell, Kalama-
zoo Ft. W^ync, Cleveland. Ac.. Ac.
gusincs? Riwtonj.
I OSLIN A BKEYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar-
ket and Eighth Street.
deictic?.
I. 0. of 0. F-
Holland City Lodge, No. ^.Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, Holland. Mich. ,ou Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
•II. Danoremond, N. G.
R. A. ScitOUTEN, R. K.
F. & A. M.
A Reoular Communication of Unity Lodoe.
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will he heldat Masonic Hull,
Holland. Mich., on Wednesday evening, Jan.
21, at 7 o’clock, sharp.
W. II. Joslin, Sec'u.
Otto Brbyman. W. M.
Attorneys.
TTOWARI). M. I)., Claim Agent, Attorney and
11. Notary Public; River street.
\fC BRIDE. P. IL, Attorney and Counselor at
avI Law. and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11
River street.
pARKS, W. H. Attorney and Councelor at Law.
X corner of River and Eighth streets.
rPEN EYCK. J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
X Agent. Officoin Kenyon A Van Putteu's bunk
Eighth street.
Barbers.
"I \E GROUT, L. barber. Hair cutting! shaving,
.JLJ shampoonlng, halr-dyelng, etc., done at rea
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City-Hotel. J4 -ly
Commission Merchant.
1> EACH BRO’S, Commission Merchants, and
lJ dealers in Grain, Flonr and Produce. High-
est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. Eighth A Fish streets, Holland, Mich. 17
Dentist.
i^EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residence and
\JT office No. 42 Ninth street, next door to the
First Reformed Ohurch.
Drags and Medicines.
lAOESBURG. J. O., Dealer in Drugs and Medi-
XJ dues, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Phy-
sician's prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.
\f BENG9, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Mcd-
ivl icines. Fancy Goons, Toilet Articles and Per-
fumeries. River street.
VAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medl- dues Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
Van Den BERu'sFamily Medicines; Eighth St.
\VALSH HEBBrt, Dniggist A Pharmacist; a
f " full stock of goods appertaining to the bns-
•neai.
farnlture.
TV/fEYKR, n. A CO., Dealers in all kinds of Kur-
il . n ™ re’ Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.
Oenoral Dealer:.
_ special Notice?.
A Complete nssortment of Spectacles
to suit the differeDl qualities and ages of
sight, just received, at ,
J. O. Doesburg’s Drug Store.
A fresh supply of all kinds of candy
just received at L. T. K ANTE US.
Endorsed by the Faculty. The reputa-
tion of Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup has been
solely achieved on account of its merits.
Physicians preacrible it.
I wish to call the attention of the pub-
lic at large, and my paiieuls in particular,
to the tact that I have removed my office
from the drug-store of Dr. R. A. Schouten
to the rooms formerly occupied by Dr.
Gee, in Venuema’s building, on Eighth
street. A slate hangs on the door, upon
which orders can be written during my
absence from the office. Orders can also
be left at my residence, or at the late res-
idence of my father. All orders will be
promptly attended to.
F. S. LEDEBOER, M. D.
Holland, Nov. 11. 1879.- ..... —
It is nothing new to announce that all
males and lemalt*s who are posted in re-
gard to Sewing Machines, hold the Binger
Superior to any other— it is an admitted
lact. But that they are to he got on easy
monthly payments, is something every-
body don’t know. The Company has
placed Mr. C. F. Kennedy here as special
agent, who keeps his headquarters at the
store of L. T. Kantcrs, the local agent.
Either of these gentlemen are authorized
to sell them— lor cash, on easy monthly
payments, or trade them for other ma-
chines at their actual cash value. Call
and be convinced. 49-tf.
Books and Stationery.
Fbar, Provisions, etc.; River at. I H. D. PUS'
THE SUN FOR 1880.
The Son will deal with the event* of the year
1880 in ite own fashion, now pretty well understood
by everybody. Prom January 1 until December
81 will be conducted as a newspaper, written in the
English language, and printed for the people.
As a newspaper, The Sun believes In getting all
the news of the world promptly, and presenting h
In tl;e most Intelligible jhape- the shape that will
enable its readers to keep well abreast of the age
with the least expenditure of time. The greatest
Interest to the greatest number— that is, the law
controlling its daily make-np. It now has a circu-
lation very much larger than that of any other
American newspaper, and enjoys an income which
It is at all times prepared to spend liberally for
the benefit of its readers. People of all conditions
of life and all ways of thinking buy and read The
Sun; and they all derive satisfaction of some sort
from its columns, for they keep on buying and
reading it.
In its comment on men and affairs. The Sun be-
lieves that the only guide of policy should be com-
mon sense, Inspired by genuine American prin-
ciples and hacked by honesty of purpose. For
this reason if is, and will continue to be, absolute-
ly imlepcndept of party, class, clique, organiza-
tion, or interest. Ills for all, but of none. It
will continue to praise what is good and reprobate
what is evil, taking care that its langnage is to
the point and plain, beyond the possibility of be-
ing misunderstood. It Is uninfluenced by motives
that do not appear on the surface: it has no opin-
ions to sell, save \hose which may be had by any
purchaser with two cents. It hates injustice and
rascallily even more than it hates unnecessary
words. It abhors frauds, pities fools, and deplores
nincompoops of every species. It will continue
throughout the year 1880 to chastise the first class,
instruct the second, and discountenance the third.
All honest men. with honest convictions, whether
sound or mistakenrare its friends. And The Sun
makes uo bones of telling the truth to Its friends
and about Its friends whenever occasion arhes for
plain speaking.
These are the principles upon which The Sun
will be conducted during the year to come.
The year 1880 will be one in which no patriotic
American can afford to close his eyes to public
affaire. It is impossible to exaggerate the Impor-
tance of the political events which it has in store,
or the necessity of resolute vigilance on the part
of ever citizen who deisms to preserve the Govern-
ment that the founders gave us. The debates and
acts of Congress, the utteranrea of the press, the
exciting contests of the Republican and Demoratic
parlies, now nearly equal In strengh throughout
the country, the varying driftof public sentiment,
will all hear directly and effectively upon the twen-
ty-fourth Presidential election, to he held lu No-
vember. Four years ago next November the will
of the nation, ns exprcised at the polls, was
thwarted by an abominable conspiracy, tno promot-
ers and beneficiaries of which still hold the offices
they stole. Will the crime of 1876 be repeated In
1880? The past decade of years opens with a cor-
rupt, extrovagent, and insolent Administration in-
trenched at Washington. The Sun did aomethlng
towaid dislodging the gang and breaking its pow-
er. The same men are now intriguing to restore
their leader and themselves to places from which
they were driven by the indignation of the people.
W|[| they succeed? The coming year will bring
the answers to these momentous questions. The
Sun will bo on hand to chronicle the facts as they
are developed, and to exhibit them clearly anil
fearlessly lu their relations to expediency and
right.
Thus, with a habit of philosophical good humor
In looking at the minor affaire of lilo, and in great
things a steadfast purpose to maintain the rights of
the people and the principles of the ConstTiution
against ail aggressors. The Sun is prepared to
write a truthful, instructive, and at the same time
entertaning history of 18‘0.
Our rates of subscription remain unchanged.
For the Daily Sun, a lour-page sheet of twenty-
eight columns, the price by mail, post-paid, is 55
cents a mounth, or $6,50 a year; or. including
the Sunday paper, an eight-page sheet of fifiy-six
columns, the price is 65 cents a mouth,
•7,70 a yar, postage paid.
The Sunday edition of The Sun is also furnish-
ed separtely at il,20 » year, postage paid.
The price of the weekly Sun, eight pages, flftv-
six columns, Is fl a year, postage paid. For clubs
of ten sending •10 we will send an extra copyre . Address
I. W. ENGLAND.
44-B Publisher of The Sun, New York City.
KANSAS.
2,000.000.000 acres of land for sale by the Atchl
son. Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad located in
Sonthcrn Kansas,— the garden of the continent.
For information in regard to these lands; and how
to reach them call on or address
Against The Third Term-A Republican
Journal Speaks Out Plainly.
Among the most intelligent Republicans
there is etrong opposition to the idea of a
third term, and even many friends of Gen.
Grant doubt the possibility of hie election
should he receive the nomination. The
Dayton Jw/r/Mf says: “If there are men
who are determined that Gen. Grant shall
be the Republican nominee for President,
we seriously advise them to make a care-
ful investigation of the situation in Ohio.
We can heartily support Grant, but we
know enough to know that there are
enough Republicans who will not support
him to jeopardize the State.” Will the
gentlemen who are so enthusiastic for
Grant tell us that they are certain they
could carry the State of New York for
him should he be nominated? We are
convinced that he could not carry It— that
more than the thirty thousand Republi-
cans who voted against Mr. Cornell would
vote against Grant. Were Grant the nom-
inee, which of the doubtful Slates— such
as Ohio, New York, New Jersey, Con-
necticut, California, and Indiana— would
he be sure to carry ? To us it appear very
doubtful if he could carry the electoral
votes of any one of them.
Of course, we are not now talking to
the gentlemen who blather politics in bar-
rooms, but to the thinking men who shape
the action of conventions, and who con
trol the election of delegations. From
what we have heard we are convinced that
the nomination of Grant would be fol-
lowed by disastrous defeat. The quiet
Republicans who do not attend primaries,
but who vote- at every election, are very
unanimous in their opposition to making
Grant the nominee, and the German Re-
publicans are utterly opposed to him.
There is still a widespread regard among
Americans for the tradition handed down
to us from our earliest President, that it is
dangerous to our liberties to give any man
a third term of the Presidency. Though
ourselves having no fear whatever that
Gen. Grant, were he elected President,
would attempt to overthrow the republic,
or that he would prove a Caesar, we can-
not shqt our eyes to the fact that there are
many conscientious, patriotic citizens who
do so think. Would it, then, be the port
of wisdom for the Republicans to array
this fear and those possessed of it against
our party? We think it would be the
very top of madness. A defeat with
Grant as candidate would prove the de-
struction of the Republican party. A de-
feat with any other man as our standard
bearer would be but a temporary repulse.
There is another very strong reason why
Gen. Grant should not bo the nominee:
The Republican party would be put on
the defensive at the beginning of the cam-
paign. It would have to meet the charge
that he had In his Cabinet men who were
corrupt; that he was intimate with men
who were afterward convicted of defraud-
ing the revenue; that ho pardoned with
J. C. POST,
Agent for Ottawa County, Micb
(k A O A WEEK In your own town, and no capi-
\ l-vLtal risked. You can give the buMneim a
trial without expense. The be«t opportun-
n/ G V7|ty evor offered those willing to work. You
should try nothing else until you see for yourself
what yon can do at the business we offer. No room
to explain here. You can devote all your time
or only your spare time to the business, and make
great pay for every hour that you work. Women
ffiake as much as men. Send for special private
terms and particulars, which wo mall free. $.r)
outfit free. Don't complain of hard times while
you have such a chance. Address II. HALLET
& Co., Portland, Maine. 19-ly.
FOR SALE.
'T'HE following described Lots in the City of
1 Holland, I will sell at the following prices.
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6, Block G, West Addition $175
each; Lot 18. Block 8. Lot 6, Block 11, South West
Addition $175 each. Lots 1, 2, 8. 4. 5 & 6 in Block
25, as organized plat near the M. L. 8. depot at
$225 each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $300 each
Also 6 lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
the following Lots *», 10. 11, 12. 18. and 14, in Block
E. Lots 2, 4. 5 and J in Block II. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.
Apply to,
M. D. HOWARD.
P. OTTE. H. VAN DER WEYDEN.
P. OTTE & CO.
Manufacturers and Jobbers of
FINE CIGARS
24 South Division Street,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.




No. 121 Monroe 8t., Grand Rapids,
Mich., if you want Fine Cigars and Good
Liquors.
/ It is a rendervous for Hollanders.
lavish hand such convicts, and that his
private secretary was proven to the satis-
faction of the country to have been in
league with them. These things cannot
be disproved ; and though we never enter-
tained for a moment the thought that Gen.
Grant knew of the wrongs committed by
his friends, we cannot believe that the
man who surrounds himself with corrupt
men is the fittest man the country could
choose to fill its highest office. Looking
at the question of nominating Grant from
all sides, we cannot but regard it as the
most dangerous move which the party
could make. Of all the men mentioned
as candidates he would be the weakest.—
Sunday Diepatch.
Sown With the English! Whoop!
In discussing the visit to the United
States of Mr. Parnell, the Louisville
Courier-Journal says:
There are those who think we ought not
to stand by the Irish, for fear of offending
tte English. This is drivel. Our policy
should he to drive the English wherever
we can; to press them without stint; and,
if they don’t like it, to flog them. They
are our enemy and we are their enemy,
and there is not the smallest use of trying
to conceal the fact. The English Govern-
ment is to-day the worst in Europe, after
the Russian Government. The English
people are to-day the most arrogant and
selfish in the world. They hate us be-
cause we are distancing them in prosperi-
ty and power. We hate them because,
being our sole competitor, they purposely
make themselves hateful; and we shall
continue to hate them until the certain de-
87-3mo. struction which awaits them reduces Uitm
to a position of impecunioaity and impo-
tence.
In proportion as England is the enemy
of America, let the reception hf the Irish
reprcsenlaiive— the grandson of an Ametl-
can Commodore who made the British
trail their flag many and many a time— he
cordial, spontaneous and substantial.
There should be no mistake allowable as
to the feeling in America. Every true
American will glory in making it plain
that there is nothing but detestation felt
for England and all things English in this
country; and that, whilst the feeling is not
active or aggressive, it exists and is suf-
ficiently strong to assert itself when occa-
sion offers.
Fish Killol by Lightning.
A curious incident of the whole of the
occupants of a small fish pond being de-
stroyed by a flash of lightning is reported
from Seek, Grand Duchy of Nassau. The
Namuer llote states that during a very
heavy thunder and hail storm at night a
flash of lightning struck the small pond,
well stocked with various kinds of flsh,
the property of the pastor of the parish.
The following morning the whole number
of the fish were discovered dead upon the
surface of the water. They had all the
appearance of having been half boiled,
and crumbled to pieces at the least touch,
just as is the case with fish after being
boiled: Neither any external nor internal
Injury could be observed, the scales being
intact, and swimming bladder filled and
well preserved. The water in the pond
was still muddy and dull the morning
after the storm, as if the lightning had
only then struck it.-- —
Monroe Doctrine Applied to Canada.
The annexation of Canada does not de-
pend upon agitation in the Dominion It-
self to any great extent. There will have
to be a dismemberment of the British Em-
pire eventually, and then the United
States will not submit to the acquisition
of Canada by any other power.— Philadel-
phia North American.
One of the industries of tho country,
which felt tho depression since 1878 most
disastrously, is the hide and leather. Yet
there Is scarce another which is so rapidly
recovering from said depression. In Bos-
ton, whi,ch is a great hide and leather cen-
ter, one leading firm is said to have cleared
a square profit of $100,000 since the 1st of
September. Another firm, tho Traveller of
that city says, made $3,800 in one bargain
last week, neither paying nor receiving
any money except this amount of profit.
A few months since, American leather
could be sold in Engiund at a profit; but
since the prices have gone up here, the
foreign demand has materially decreased.
The demand in this country is notably in-
dicated by the fact that ono of tho most
influential brokerage firms in Boston dis-
posed of 58,000 sides of leather one day
last week.
The Gazette de France gives a list of the
coldest winters which have been experi-
enced in France since the fifteenth century.
The winter of 1408 was the “great winter,”
in which nearly all the bridges in Paris
were swept away by tho ice. In 1420
thousands perished by cold in tho capital
of France, as well as in the outlying dis-
tricts, and wild beasts devoured human
corpses in the streets of Paris. In 1507
the harbor of Marseilles was frozen up.
In 1544 frozen wine was broken up with
the axe and sold by the pound in Paris.
In 1607 cattle perished from cold in their
stalls, a fuel famine occurred in Paris, and
wagons were driven across the Seine. In
1665 the thermometer in Paris fell to 22^
deg. centigrade, or to 8 deg. below zero
Fahr. In 1700 the thermometer marked
9 deg. below zero (Fahr.), the Mediter-
ranean was frozen over in many nlaces,
the greater number of the trees in France
were destroyed, and wine froze in the cel-
lars. In 1788 the ice on the Grand Canal
of Versailles was 12 inches thick. In 1705
the thermometer fell to 9 deg. below zero
(Fahr.) in Paris; the frost continued for
six weeks, and the Dutch fleet, frozen in
the Texel, was captured by a force of
French cavalry and horse artillery— an
episode in warfare which forms the sub-
ject of one of the pictures in the galleries
of Versailles. In 1880 the thermometer
fell to zero in Paris; all the rivers in
France were frozen, and many men and
much cattle perished by cold. In 1853
nearly all the rivers in Europe were more
or less frozen over; and, finally, in 1871,
the thermometer in Paris fell to 7 deg. be-
low zero (Fahr.), but the excessive cold
was of but very short duration, and the







One of the New York branch post-
offices was entered by burglars, wbo stole
•1,500 in money and several registered letters.
The deed is described as one of the boldest
which has taken place in that city of late....
Htephen Losgfellow, nephew of the poet, has
been held for trial at Boston for forcing the
name of the btter to a check for 91, 0U)....
The pews of Plymouth Cljurch, Brooklyn,
have neen sold for 1880 for 840,000 ...The
New York Produce Exchange has voted on the
cental system again, and wotcd it down by a
large majority.
The Treasurer of the New York Pro-
duce Exchange, Benjamin C. Bogert, a de-
faulter to the extent of ftfO.OOO, died suddenly
the other day, and it is believed bo committed
suicide.
A family consisting of a mother and
three children were fatallv poisoned by eating
sauerkraut and pickled eels in New York city.
Parnell and Dillon, the Irish agita-
tors, were warmly received by the Philadel-
phians. and treated to resolutions of a liberal
character.^.. Frank Leslie, the well-known New
York publisher, is dead.
THE WEST.
A shocking fire casualty is reported
from San Francisco. The residence of Daniel
Hoskins was burned, and Mrs. Hoskins and hor
daughter, aged 19, a son, aged 4, and infant
babe perished in the dames.... Chicago eleva-
tors contain 7,994,25? bushels of wheat, 4,009, -
740 bushels of corn, 1,184,902 bushels of oats,
259,221 bushels of rye, and 775 1 25 bushels of
barley, making a grand total of 14,283,225
bushels, against 9,884,389 bushels at this peiiod
last year.
A terrible railroad collision took
place a few days ago, near Galesburg, 111., on
tho Burlington branch of tho Chicago, Bur-
lington and Quincy railroad. Three stock
trains were following each other closely, when
the last train ran into the one preceding it,
causing a fearful crash. Two stock men wore
killed and several injured.
The buildings used as the wood de-
partment of Mitchell, Lewis A Co.’s extensive
wagon manufactory at Racine, Wis., were to-
tally destroyed by fire last week. Loss esti-
mated at 175,000; insurance about $30,000.
There is said to be much suffering
among the negroes who have emigrated from
the South and settled in Kansas. There are
about 15,000 refugees in the State at the
present time, and from twenty to fifty coming
in every day. About one-fifth of these were
able to buy a little laud, and the rest were
in almost a starving condition. There
are over 700 destitute negroes in barracks at
Topeka, and disease and destitution are rap-
idly reducing their numbers ____ Prof. Wilkin-
son, leader of the band at the Milwaukee
branch of the Soldiers' Home, fatally shot his
wife and himself, the tragedy growing ont of
domestic troubles caused by whisky and incom-
patibility.
THE SOUTH
Gen. Grant was cordially received
and royally entertained by the people of Jack-
sonville, Fla. The festivities that followed
embraced a reception, a banquet, a grand ball
and drives through the orange groves that en-
viron the city. From Jacksonville ©en. Grant
journeyed to Palatka, where he tarried two
days, and, on Saturday, Jan. lOch, sailed for
Cuba.
A terrible feud occuned last week
in Hart county, Ky., between a father and son
named Green. The old man shot at the son,
bat missed, and the son rushed on his father,
and a terrible fight ensued. Both were nearly
killed, and the son had one of his ears cut en-
tirely off.
Senator Lamar, of Mississippi, was
stricken with paralysis at his home in Missis-
sippi on tho 12th inst....An oyster war has
broken ont on the Rappahannock river in Vir-
ginia, and the people liviog on the shores of
that stream have made a requisition on the
Governor for arms, An outside vessel, he crew
of which is supplied with long-range rifles, is
the cause of the trouble.
GENERAL.
Admiral Ammen, who had several
talks with Gen. Grant before tho latter’s de-
parture for the Sooth, says that he entertains
no doubt that the General will, at the proper
time, accept the Presidency of the loter-
OceanicOfcaal Company. He will not, how-
ever, accept until the success of tho enterprise
is assured.
The Atlantic and Great Western rail-
road has been sold under foreclosure proceed-
ings for 10,000,000 to a purchasing committee
representing the English bondholders.
Washington telegram : “Much inter-
est has been excited here among army men
over the fact that Gen. Grant has at last made
known, throngh the authorized statements of
John Russell Young, that he was the originator
of the ‘ March to the flea,’ and that he oom-
monicated his plan to Gen. Halleck. This
matter has long been in dispute, al-
though those who have had access to
the records of the W’ar Department have knowp
that the plan was Gen. Grant's and not Gen.
Bherm&n’s; hot this is tho first time that Gen
Grant has himself in public declared tho fact,
though he privately communicated it to several
when the controversy first arose. In the same
way Gen. Grant has declared that the campaign
np the Cumberland and the Tennessee rivers
did not originate with Gen. Halleck.”
The troops of the United States and
Mexico stationed near the boundary between
Chibuahna and New Mexico are co-operating
in the hope of annihilating Victoria and his
band of eighty-five savages, who have been on
the war-path since 1876.
Charles Stewart Parnell has is-
sued an address to the people of America ask-
ing for contributions to alleviate the distress in
Ireland, and stating that all snbsoriptionB col-
lected for relief purposes may bo forwarded to
the treasurers, Drexol, Morgan A Co., of New
York, who will forward the money to the Treas-
urers of the National Land-League iu Ireland.
The steamship Aragon, which it was
thought had been lost at sea, arrived safely at
New Yook last week, after a rough voyage of
twenty-three days.... Victoria and 100 Apache
warriors, who were driven into Mexico some
months ago by American troops, have just
crossed into the Unite i 8-ates, hotly pressed by
Mexican soldiers. The Federal and Territorial
forces are x>-operating with the Mexicans.
WASHINGTON.
The Ute Indians who received per-
mission to visit Washington passed throngh
Poeblo, Col., on the 7th inet, in charge of a
Lieutenant. A large crowd met the savages at
the depot and indulged in numerous
threats of hanging and shooting, bnt
nothing of the kind was attempted.
____ The Cincinnati Price- Current'* regular
January report of pork-packing in the West,
showing reports from all points and estimates
for the remainder of the season, is out. The
information furnished indicates an increase of
2U",(K)0 hogs in interior points, and a decrease
of 700,000 at the six large packing cities, mak-
ing a total of about 6,980,000 to March 1,
against 7,480,(00 last year. The average
weight to date is about nine and a half pounds
lighter than a year ago, and the yield of lard
four to five pourds less per hog.
The House Committee on Indian
Affairs has agreed upon a bill providing for
negotiations with the Utes, the Warm Hpring,
the Umatilla, and some other tribes for the ex-
tinguishment of their titles to their reserva-
tions, and their removal and consolidation
upon other reservations to be established.
The annual report of the National
Board of Health, containing an account of the
operations of the past year, has been trans-
mitted to Congress. Tho work of collecting
information and advice from tho principal sani-
tary organizations and sanitaiians of the
United flutes as to the best plan for a national
pnbtic-hoalih orguiization, including the
subject of quarantine, both maritime and in-
land. is reported as having b en quite euc-
renfuL and, after carefully examining data
thus collected, the board is of opinion that
the conclusions horeto'oro publisned by the
American Public Health Asaocittion at tho
meeting of that body at Nashville iu November,
1879, nuy be taken as fairly representing tho
opinions of leading sanitarians mid the mo->t
important sanitary organizations of this coun-
try. It has been decided by the board that
for tho present complete quarantine estab-
lishments are only needed at Boston, New
York, Philadelphia (near tho mouth of tho
Chesapeake bay), Charleston. Savannah, hear
Brunswick, Ga., or Fernanuina, Fla., near
Ship island, Miss., and at some point on the
Texas coast It is tbo opinion of the board
that if, during the present winter, at all points
where fever has prevailed during the past sum-
mer, care bo taken to obtain thorough ventila-
tion and exposure to cold of all tho houses
and inclosed spaces, and all bedding, clotting,
etc., and if local sanitation bo vigorously ami
properl) carried out, there will be littie danger
of epidemic yellow fever next year from causes
now existing iuthe country.
The Senate Committee on Privileges
and Elections has resumed tho taking of testi-
mony iu tne Kellogg Spofford case.
POLITICAL.
Negotiations between the Tilden
and Kelly factions in New York have resulted
iu a compromise. By tho terms of tho agree-
ment between the rival chieftains, tho delega-
tion from the Empire flta.e to the next National
Democratic Convention will not be committed
to any candidate, but pledged, on the contrary,
to vote as a unit in favor of the
man seeming to have tho most strength
with the representatives of the other 8 atos. . . .
Tne Governor of Alabama has appointed Luke
Pryor to fill the unexpired term of Senator
Houston, deceased. The appointee was Mr.
Houston’s law partner, and has never held
office ____ Gen. Garfield was nominated for
United States Senator by acclamation by the
Republican members of the Ohio Legislature,
at a caucus hold on tho 6th inst, all tho other
aspirants having withdrawn from tho field.
The Democratic members of tho
Maryland Legislature, at a caucus held on the
8th inst., nominated A. P. Gorman for United
States Senator, to succeed William Pinckney
Whyte.
The Indiana Democratic State ConJ
v *ntion will Le held at Indianapol s on tho 9th
of Jnne....Tho Greenback Conference at
Washington issued a ca l for tho Convention of
the National Greenback-Labor part*- to be held
in Chic ago, commencing on Wednesday, June
9, one week l.ter than the Republican Conven-
tion.
The election in the Seventh Missouri
district to choose a Congressman to fill the va-
cancy occasioned by the death of A. M. Lay has
resulted in the election of Col. John F. Phillips,
Democrat, over ex Gov. McCiurg, Republican
and Greenback candidate.
FOREIGN.
The President of Bolivia has been
deposed, and is a fugitive.... Cabal dispatches
report tho city perfectly quiet Supplies are
plentiful Amnesty has been offered the in-
surgents. A few leaders only accepted....
Advices from Mexico state that a
formidable revolution has broken out in the
State of Durango. Gen. Trevino, who was
ordered from Monterey to suppress tho revolt,
has been defeated, and urgently asks assist-
ance. It is believed that tho revolution will be
a general one, as it is ably led and has hosts of
warm sympathizers in all parts of tho republic,
who are expected to pronounco at an early day.
The agitation against high rents in
Ireland, which has hitherto been confined to
fanning communities, has been introduced in
the cities, where it will doubtless become very
popular. . . .Tho detailed reports of the Russian
military preparations which como from various
points on tho Austrian and German
frontiers are beginning to exci^ at-
tention throughout Europe — Two thou-
sand British troops, under tho com-
mand of Gen. Gough, will be kept in tho cita-
del at Cabul for the present. . . .A. b Gordon,
an American citizen, who has been held as a
prisoner at Iquique, Peru, since list Juno, on
suspicion of being a Chilian spy, has been sur-
rendered by the commandant of that city to
tbo Captain of tho steamer Alaska, of tho Uni-
ted States navy.
A battle was recently fought be-
tweun 3,000 Montenegrins and 12, 000 Albanians,
and resulted in tho victory for tho former. . . .A
Berlin dispatch states that Bismarck is so un-
well he cannot como to Berlin ____ The ili-
treatment of tbo servers of ejectment-writs
in Ireland is becoming rapid. Riots
have occurred in the Tuborcurry district,
County Sligo, in which the police repeatedly
charged the mob before they could be quelled.
. . . .The health of the Queen of Spain has re-
ceived a severe shock, owing to tbo attempted
assassination of Alfonso she has been attacked
with epileptic fits, to which sh « was not previ-
ously subject
A dispatch from Calcutta says the
particulars of the proceedings of the court-
martial iu Cabul, on the Afghans implicated in
tbe attack on the British Residence in Septem-
ber last, show that all of the fifteen men who
had been executed were either concerned in
the massacre of Maj. Cav&gnari and his staff.
In tho mnrder of wounded soldiers, or had
taken part in treacberons attacks on tho
British. All the other prisoners will be re-
leased.
Advices from Afghanistan report
that Mohammed Jan, a chief of more than usual
ability, has placed himself at the head of af-
fairs and is raising a large new army, having
recently been reinforced by several thousand
of Shore Ali’s men. He is acting in tbo name
of Mnsa Khan, whom he olaims to be tho right-
ful Ameer, and has sent emissaries to Tnr-
kestau to stir up tho people there....
It is reported that Austria and Germany will
ask Russia why she is concentrating troops in
Poland, and if tho answer is unsatisfactory they
will mass troops along their eastern frontiers.
Bdsbia having been questioned by
Germany relative to the concentration of troops
in Poland, raplies that as there is no longer
any dauger of a collision with Turkey, the sol-
diers are pat in Poland as a more convenient
district than Bessarabia.... Tbe distress
in Ireland is increasing. Five hundred
people in the • county of Limerick
are on >ho brink of starvation. Stringent or-
ders have been given to the police to suppress
broad riots.
THE NATIONAL CONGRESS.
Congress'reassembled after the holiday re-
cess on tbe Kth inat., and both bouaea held abort
aeaaiona. Secretary Scbun aent to the8<natethe
report of tba Hot Sprin^a Commlaalon. Bill* In.
trod need: By Mr. Davia (HI.), to eatabliah a Court
of Appcala; by Mr. Cock roll, to provide that no poraon
on the retired lint of tbe army, havy or marine
corpa aball draw a pension; also, to admit,
free of duty, all articles luteu cd for exhi-
bition at the Millers’ International Exhibition
at Cincinnati in June; by Mr. Pendleton,
to transfer certain claims from the Executive De-
partments to the Court of Claims for adjudication;
by Mr. Yeat, fixing the compensation of United
Statia District Attorneys; limiting tbe compensa-
tion of Clerks of District and Circuit Courts where
one person holds both offices, and fixing the com-
pensation of United States Marshals and Deputies;
by Mr. Coke, to provide for completing the
work of Improving the Missouri river at or near
Kun-os City. A number of private bllla and peti-
tions were also introduced and referred. On mo-
tion of Mr. Morgan, as a mark of re-
spect to the memory of the late
Senator Houston, the Senate adjourned....
A resolution was adopted in the House
ordering an Investigation of the Ute massacre
at White River Avency. Two bills in re-
gard to the Panama canal were referred
to the select committee. The House went
Into commi tee of the whole on the report of
tho Committee on Rules, nut no progress was
made, owing to tho absence ofltwo members of the
committee. Mr. Hawk lutroduceil a bill directing
the tsaueing of patents for land on which bounty
land-warrants have been located. Mr. Forney an-
nounced the death of Senator Houston, and the
House, as s mark of respect, adjourned.
In an executive session of the Senate, on the
Tth inst., the following nominations were made:
Marcus W. Acheson, District Judge of the Western
district of Pennsylvania; James N. Korns. United
States Marshal for the Eastern district of J’ennsyl-
vanla; John K. Valentine. United States Attorney
for the Eastern district of Pennsylvania; Jacob
Wheeler, Un ted States Marshal for the
Southern district of Illinois; George W. Hazel ton.
United Sta es Attorney tor the Eist rn district ct
Wisconsin; John M. Morton, C dlector of In
ternal Rovcnne for tho > irst district of •Caliion is;
Daniel 11. Augier, Postmaster nt Washington; John
B. Stirkney. United tales attorney for tho North-
ern district of Florida: Charles S. Varian, United
Hiatts Attorney for the District of Nevada; Henry E.
Prickett. Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of
Idaho: E. J Conger, Justice of the Supreme Court
of Montana; E. P. Puineroy, United States Attorney
for Arizona; John J. Henry, "Register of the Land
Office at Leadvllle; Elward C. David, United States
Surveyor General of the District of Wyoming;
Henry M. Atkinson, Surveyor General of the
District of New Mexico; Alexander G.
Clarke. Register of the Land Office at
Des Moines, Iowa ; Isaac W. Wing.
R.celverof Public Moneys, Bayfield. Wis.; Hiram
W. Parker. Register of the Laud Office, Beatrice,
Neb.; James B. Bloss, R glster of the Land Office
at Detroit: Stephen H. Alban, Register of the l and
Office at Wausau, Wis.: Georg* D. Bowman, R-g-
ister of the Land office at la Mesilia, N. M.
Mr. Pendleton submitted an amendment to tho
Bayard legal-tender resolution as follows: "And
said notes shall not be available for any ot the re
serves required to be kept by the national banks,
»nd all such reserves shall be kept ic coin." Re-
ferred. The Senate discussed the bill which
provli.es for tho investment of Indian trust
funds in United States bonds, but took no action
upon it. A bill for the reclamation of the mar.-ht s
aliout Washington was referred. Mr- Lo-
gan introduced a bill to establish a
United. Hates Court In the Indian Territory.
A short discussion in regard to a proposed new
Department of Agriculture and Commerce was
participated in by several Senators, and
a few private billa were noticed....
In the Houae, a bill passed providing tost an
owner of a mine who wished to sell could mn.e
affidavit for the application fpr a United States
patent by hi* agent. Billa and resolutions intro-
duced: By Mr. Chalmers, to regulate coin
certiflcatea; by Mr. Townshend (111.), In-
structing the Committee on Foreign AfTilrs
to inquire Into the expediency of abolishirg all
Envoys Extraordinary and Minister* Resident from
the United State* to foreign countries; by Mr.
Mills, to icquest the President to invite Mexico to
enter Into a treaty, also Braxil; bj Mr. Page, to
restrict the immigration of the Chinese; by Mr.
Eiam, to furnish additional facilities for the
collection of custom dues; by Mr. Covert, for the
reduction of duties on imported merchandise:
by Mr. Coffrotb, calling on the Postmaster General
for his reasons for not complying with the law re-
quiring him to furnish a double portal card; by
Mr. Betizhoover, to punish the rale of firearm* to
uncivilized ludians; by Mr. Acklen. for the regu-
lation of Inter-State fn-ights and passengers;
by Mr. Barber, to prevent tho use of the
United State* flag for advertising purposes; by Mr.
Mills, to prohlb't all Indians on reservations going
into Texsa; by Mr. Culbertson, authorizing the re-
coinago of tho trade dollar; by Mr. Ryan, to ascer-
tain the losses sustalucd from Indian depredations;
by Mr. Belford, to pay to Mrs. N. C. Meeker and
others certain sums of money out of the Ute In-
dlau annuity funds; by Mr. Brents, extending the
Land laws to the Territory of Alaska; by Mr. Ben-
nett, to establish the Territory of Pembina.
The Sorgoant-at-Arms brought to tho bar of
the Senate L. T. Smith, Levi Wilson and E. B. Pur-
cell, on the 8th, to answer to a charge of contempt
in not obeying the summons to testify In the In-
galls case. After considerable discussion the
prisoners were discharged. A joint resolution
giving the Hot Springs Commission sixty days more
time was passed. Bills and resolntiona Introduced:
By Mr. Kernan, allowing Northern men who had
their properly aeized by the Confederacy to sue tho
United States for the same; by Mr. Plumb, to create
an additional laud district in Kansas; l»y Mr. Jones,
to repeal the twenty-second section of the act to
incorporate the Texas Pacific Railroad Company,
and to aid in the construction of Its road.
In executive session. Worthy 8. streator
waa appointed Collector of Internal Revenue foV
the Eighteenth Ohio diatrict.... In tho House, Mr.
Garfield was congratulated, on his appearance, on
account of his election to the Senate. Attersevcral
committee reports, the bill on tho revision of the
laws was passed. After the morning hour the
whole day was passed in committee of the whole
on the revision of the rules.
Tho Senate was not in session Jan. 9. The
special Senate committee appointed to investigate
the negro exodus coneisis of Mess-s. Voorhees,
Vance and Pendl ton, Democrats, and Windom and
Blair, Republiuans ...... In the House little was done,
the body being In committee of the whole on the
private calendar most of the day. Among the billa
introduced and refer ed was one by Mr. Ryan, ad-
mitting, free of duty, clo’bing and other articles
destined for the relief of colored Im-
migrants; by Mr. Haves (HI.), granting a
pen-ion to each survivor of tho Mexican
War who waa not engaged in the late rebellion, or
who did not abet the same. A number of private
billa were reported to the House and pasted. Rep-
resentatives Blackburn, Blount. Cannon, Clymer
and H»wley were appointed a sub-committee to
investigate the Htar Route seme*.
Bills were introduced in the Senate, on Jan.
12, aa follows: Py Mr. Paddock, to find ont by a
commission the losses to dtlzcns by Indian depre-
dations; by Mr. Bandera, to authorize the Secretary
of the Interior to allot lands In severalty to the
Indlsns; by Mr. Butler, to inqulr aa to the expe-
diency of eatablUhlng a Territorial Govern-
ment for Alaska; by Mr. Davis (HI.), au-
thorizing tbe payment of the Ch'cago. Surlington
amt Quincy railroad for mall tranaportation In
1856. The Vice President laid before the :-euate
an estimate of $77,404 for tho construction of
offleera’ quarters at Omaha. The Military Academy
Appropriation bill waa passed, aa were several pri-
vate bills. . . .In the Houae, bills and resolntiona were
presented: By Mr. Warner, to limit the paper cur-
rency of tho conntry to Ha preaeut volume; also,
that the United States notes shall be of denomina-
tions not leas than $1 nor more than •1,000, aa the
Secretary of ihe Treasury may deem best, bn* not
more than lo per cent, of such notea aball be in
denominations larger than •100; also, directing
tbeSecretary of the Treasury to report when and
how the treasury became a member of the New
York Clearing Honse; also, whether or
not that Clearing Honse sccepbi treas-
ury certtflcstes payable in silver coin In set-
tlement of the balances; by Mr. Ballon, to reduce
the tax on deposits subject to payment with per-
sona and aaaoc.iatious engaged iu banking buslueas;
by F. Wood, to facilitate the refunding of the na-
tional debt; by Mr. Foraythe. to increase tbe cir-
culation of national banka, and to relieve them
from the payment of a tax on circulation, to liqui-
date the national debt, aud to strengthen the pub-
lic credit: by Mr. Bhclborn, f r the tianslerof
the Indian Burau to 'he War department,
by Mr. Davis, to ri strict Chinese Immigration; by
Mr. UpdegralT, Ming the time for counting the
vote lor President and Vice President; by Mr. Ca»-
well, for the Issuing ot certificates ot the deuoml-
nati'iu of $1 and $2 and 60 and 25 cents: by Mr.
Crtibuden. for a national jail and prison; by Mr.
Cix, relat.ve to a monument t* Tuomas JidL-r
sou; by Mo Clymer, exempting from taxa-
tion promissory notes issued for wages;
by Mr. Willie, for the erection of a
monument to Ziclisry Taylor; by Mr.
Dibreli, declaring ail public roads poatal
roads; by Mr. springer, repealing the law for the
issue of “n quest" envelopes; by Mr. Gunter, to
equalize homesteads, aUo, to graduate aud reduce
the price of public land* to actual settler ; by Mr.
Willits, extending the jurisdiction of United Stales
Circuit and District Courts over crimes committed
by Indians; by Mr. Upson, to prohibit and punish
tne sub-letting or transfer of inail-IettinpH:
by Mr. Helford, to create a Mineral Hunan;
by Mr. Kuott. conferring upon United States Cir-
cuit Court* jurisdiction in war claims: by Mr.
('lardy, to put salt on the free list: by Mr. Elli«,
subsidizing a mail route to Scotland: by Mr.
Henckle, for a monument to Baron Do Kalb. A
resoluticn was adopted providing for the appoint-
ment of a special commiiteo of seven to examine
into the method of tbe payment of pension*, flio
resolution directing the Committee • n Exper di-
tures In the State Department to investigate the
facta relative to the Consulate at Hong Kong was
adopted.
MAINE.
The Republican members of the Legislature
w ere greatly enoouragod by these two mani-
festoes, and in the evening thef filed into tho
Capitol and quietly toak possession of it Both
honses were dnly organized, aud resolutions
passed iu each appointing a committee to watt
on the Supreme <)onrt and nek its opinion a a
the legality of tho proceeduigs.
SOUTHERN CLAIMS.
Annual Report of the Commlsaiononr.
The Southern Claims Commissioners have
sent to Congress their ninth generil report, &
synopsis of which is herewith appended :
The number of olaims decided since their last
report is 2,29). In each of these cases a special
repot t is submitted, with the petition, evidence
and all papers relating thereto. Tho reasons
for tho allowance and disallowance of the claims
are therein set forth. The Commissioners are
unanimous in all their report*.
Annexed is a table setting forth the amounts
allowed and disallowed in tho States wherein
the Commissioners have jurisdiction:
Meeting of the Leglalatnre.
There was considerable excitement at Au-
gusta, Mo., on the 7th inst., tho day set apart
for the convening of the Legislature. Dis-
patches state that the largest crowd that ever
made its way to the State House began to move
thitherward aa early as 8 o’clock a. m. Tho
police at the Capitol wore without badges, and
had no appearance of bearing arms. There
was a perfect jam in tho corridors and halls
and stairways, and it was with great
difficulty that those allowed to en-
ter tho legislative halls pushed
their way thither. There were von- many va-
cant seats in the House, as the Rupubhcans
carried out their programme, and kept away,
a few only moving about in the rear of the
hall. There was no disturbance whatever.
The principal interest centered iu tho popular
branch, tho proceedings in the Senate
hardly reaching a ripple of excitement
Iu ' tho House, after tbe call-
ing of tho roll, Eugene Halo, tho Republican
leader, claimed that certain elected members
from cities were not on tho roll, and moved
that they bo included He supported his mo-
tion iu a’ long speech. Objections were made
to the motion from the other side, and Mr.
Halo was ruled out of order by tho Assistant
Clerk, who refused to put tho motion, on
which the Republicans withdrew from par-
ticipating in the proceedings. A mes-
sage was then sent to the Governor
and Council, stating that a quorum of the
members of tho House was present, readv to
he qualified. Great excitement prevailed dur-
ing Mr. Hale’s remarks, and uproarious ap-
plause followed. After tho notification to the
Governor that a quorum was present tho Gov-
ernor appeared and qualified tne members. He
then announced that seventy-six members, being
a quorum, had taken and subscribed to the
necessary oaths, and wore regularly and duly
constituted the House of Representatives. This
announcement was received with wild applause
from tho outside. Gov. Garcelon sai l he now
put into their hands the opinion of tho Su-
premo Court, as well as the petition of gen-
tlemen from certain cities claiming seats, and
invoked their careful consideration of the same.
Three cheers were given for Gov. Garcelon,
followed by prolonged hisses.
The quorum is made of seventy-five Fnsion-
ists and one Republican, Eugene Hale. Tho
Fusionists not participating aro Sprout, of
Veazie; Voter, of Farmington, and Snow, of
Skowhogan.
Tho Honse proceeded to organize by the
election of John C. Talbott as Speaker by a vote
of 72.
The protest of members from five cities was
presented by Mr. Hale, who moved that the
House go into committee of the whole aud con-
aider the case#.
The Farmington and other cases were also
referred.
Mr. Dickey remarked that the Supremo
Court had nothing to do with the action of tbe
Legislature, which drew forth a plea from Mr.
Halo def suding the court, and asking that con-
stitutional barriers be not swept away. He
said that the election of officers under laws
passed by this body, as now constituted, would
not be legal. In the Senate, there was little of
interest to the enormous crowd which throated
the Capitol
Bnt little of interest or importance trans-
pired at Augusta on the 8th. Both brauchos
of the Legislature held brief sessions. In the
Honse, the Republican members holding cer-
tificates, sixty in number, presented them-
selves and asked to be sworn in, hut tbo Clerk
refused to administer tbe oath just at present,
as ho did not exactly know the extent of his
powers in that direction, but should inform
himself.
“In frtatu quo” expresses the condition of
affairs at tho Maine capital on tho 9th. Tho
House was in session all day without a quorum
at any time. Not a single Republican member
appeared on the floor. Messrs. Swann and
Harrimau. tho members who made affidavit
that attempts wire made by the Re-
publicans to bribe them, gave details of
their negotiations with the corrupt solicitor,
from their seats ii the House. Tho man who
paid tho money was stated to bo William R.
White, of Winthrop. Gen. Chamberlain, of
the mditia, issued a proclamation, notifying
tbo people that ho had taken charge of all
public property, and would ftithfnIJy guard it
until a Governor and other State officers had
been elected.
Matters wore a quiet look at tho Maine capi-
tal on Saturday and Sunday, tho 10th and 11th.
The House adjourned early on Saturday for
want of a quorum, all tbe Republicans being
absent. Tne State Treasurer refused to pay
out any money, aud declined to honor two or-
ders passed by the Senate. Eight armed men
were discovered in the library of the State
House, apparently concealed, and gnard-
ing a quantity of arms and ammuuition.
At the demand of the police authorities
these men were removed. The arms taken
from Bangor to Augusta were returned. Will-
iam R. White, of Winthrop, Vrho was charged
by Representatives Swann and Harrimau with
attempting to bribe them to stav away from tho
Legislature, issued a card making a positive
denial of any auch transaction. James D.
Lamaon, President of the Senate, assumed
the duties of Governor pending tbe election of
a successor to Garcelon, whoso term expired
on the 9th. _ ,
Gen. Chamberlain, commander of the State
militia of Maine, isened a proclamation on the
12th inst, refusing to recognize tbe President
of the Senate as acting Governor of the State.
He also issued a proclamation creating “ the
military division of Maine,” designating him-
self as’Commander-in-Chhf, warning allarraed
bodies of men not regu Jkrly enrolled aa militia
to disperse, reproducing tho order of ex-Gov.
Garcelon, in which he authorized Chamberlain
to protect the property and institutions of tbo
State until his successor was duly qualified.
Total Amount
amount Amount dltal-
Statu. claimed. allowed. lowed.
Alabama ...........t 483 1*34 t 21,410 $ 462 234
Arkansas ........... . 1,055, £61 81 075 1.025,185
Florida ............. 67.H81 8,470 63,611
Georgia ............  785,855 87,623 1M.232
Louisiana .......... 2,881.243 12,411 2,818,(81
Mississippi .......... 1,168,928 84.201 1,134.727
North Carolina ...... 128.026 14.784 113,241
South Carolina ...... 174,618 5.910 168,702
Tenuessco ..........  885,482 43,077 841,804
..............  HI. 218 1.8S0 62.338
Virginia ............ 1,027,258 29. £99 997,858
West Virginia ....... 86,757 6,677 31,079
Total ........... .18,698,460$241,011 $8,466,849







! Tin' amount of claims disposed of In
this report is ....................... SMW.4U0.5G
j Amount allowed .......... g 241.1111.52
1 Amount iliaallowed ....... 8,450. M!*.:i4-- 8.698.460.50
Of tho whole number of 2,290 claimants,
fifty-threo were bankrupt.*, wh >se claims wero
I disallowea pursuant to tho decii-ion of the Com-
mUsioners tnat, as in bankruptcy the properly
of thi bankrupt passes to his a siguee, tho
• bankrupt was not tho owner of the claim, and
: oonld not ho allowed therefor.
Of tho 553 claims all iwod, fifty-five of tho
claimants wero iu the Union army and three in
the United States navy during the war.
Of tho 1,787 claims disallowed, 238 of tho
claimants wero in tho Confederate military ser-
vice, twenty-nine wero in the Confederate civil
service, seveuty voted for the Ordinance of
Secession or for separation, nineteen took tho
oath of allegiance to tbe Confederacy, and ono
signed tho Ordinance of Secession— ni all 357.
Whole number of claims preaented... 22,298
Number heretofore presented ........ RS-H
Number now reported ............... 2.2U0
- 16,596
There remain ..................... 6,702
Of the 5 702 not yet reported, there aro about
250 in tho hands of tho Commisaioners, some of
which aro in the hands of agents for investi-
gation, and others so recently dosed and sub-
mitted, or still open for rebutting evidence, that
the Commissioners have not been able to in-
clude them in this report Those 250 cases will
all ho decided and reported to Congress by tho
time the term of this commission ends, on the
10th of next March.
The rest of tho 5.702 cases not yet reported
aro claims in which no evidence whatever on
tho part of the claimant to sustain the claim
was filed by tho 10th day of March, 1879. Tho
actof Congress of June 15,1878, provides, in re-
gard to all such claims, that “they shall be barred
forever thereafter, and tho Commissioners of
Claims shall report all such claims so barred
to Congress at its next session thereafter.” In
compliance with this act of Congress the Com-
missioners are preparing a list of all suen
claims, which they will report to Congress at
the present session.
Grant’s Speech at Jacksonville, Fla.
Mit. Pbesident, Ladies and Gentlemen:
It is with a good deal of diffidence that I arise
after the flattoring words that I have heard. I
know not what to say, except that I believe
in the statements made as to our country—
that what is good for our land is equally good
for every part of it I never wanted any-
thing for myself that I was not willing to
accord to, any other citizen as long as ho
obeyed tho laws and upheld the nation. I
believe we aro now on a basis of fraternal
peace and concord, and we shall move on to
peace and prosperity greater than ever known
in this land, or possible in any other. NVe are
in our infancy now, but we are stronger than
any other in the world, and will be so aa long
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HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
Darwin, famous for his theory of the
descent of man, has been awarded the
prize of 12,000 francs offered at Turin
for the most important discoveries in
ihe physiology of plants.
There are large numbers of miners
and ranchmen who are preparing to en-
ter tlje northern part of the Ute res-
ervation in Colorado next spring, under
the belief that it will be opened for set-
tlement by Congress.
A new theory as to the cause of the
disaster at the Frith of Tay is that of
Gilkes, the builder of the bridge. It
is that the wind, which was blowing a
gale, took the train off the rails and
against the girders, which brought down
the entire span.
The lirst case under the Seitz law in
Ohio came to an abrupt termination at
Lancaster, the Judge ordering the jury
to return a verdict of not guilty, on the
ground that the offense as set forth in
the indictment— intimidation of a voter
—was unknown to the statutes.
An old pirate dying in the poor-
house at Cassopolis, Mich., confessed
that he pulled the plank from beneath
Mrs. Theodosia Burr Alston, the
daughter of Aaron Burr, and that ail the
crew and passengers with her on the
ship, en route from Charleston to New’
York, met a like fate from their pirati-
cal captors.
There is considerable excitement in
Atlanta. Ga., over the leasing of the
Central railroad of Georgia by the
Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis
company. The latter guarantees 6 per
cent, interest on the stock and bonds of
the former for six years, and 7 per cent,
forever afterward. This giv^es a through
line from St. Louis to Savannah under
one management.
The Albany Law Journal takes a
business view of leap-year, and tells its
readers the law of this particular sort
of year. The 28th and 29th days of
February are regarded in law as one
day, so that a note dated on the 28th
day of February, 1880, this year, paya-
ble one day from date, would bo due on
the 1th of March, the same as if there
were but twenty-eight days in the
month.
A modern Brutus of the female sex
has been discovered in Montana Terri- !
tory. Though 70 years of age, she
crossed the mountains over a rocky
trail to bo present at the trial of her
daughter, accused of murder, and to
say to her, in the presence of the
hushed court, when asked if she were
guilty, “Tell the truth, my daughter, if
it takes you to the scaffold.” The
court and spectators were so affected
that the Judge ordered an adjournment.
John Taylor, the Mormon, preached
a bitter sermon at Salt Lake, recently,
declaring that polygamy would be prac-
ticed in spite of the Federal courts.
Like the Abolitionists of old, he ap-
pealed to a “higher law,” and asserted
that it was the duty of the Saints to
obey the commandments of God re-
gardless of the statutes of their ene-
mies, and leave the results in His
hands. A request on his part for the
people who would practice polygamy,
law or no law, to signify their intention,
brought up the hand of nearly every
person in the vast congregation.
— 1^— —
Under the present law marriages in
England cannot, without a costly
license, the fees of which go to the
Archbishop of Canterbury, be solem-
nized except between the hours of 8 a
m. and noon. A member of the House
of Commons has given notice of a bill
to repeal this law and allow them to be
celebrated in the evening. It may pass
the House of Commons, but the long
experience with the bill repealing the
law prohibiting marriage with a de-
ceased wife’s sister makes it improbable
that it will run the gantlet of the
House of Lords. The conservatism of
that body is always to be relied upon,
especially when, as in this case, a pre-
rogative of one of its members is in
j eopardy. __ _
The ifew York banks are in a de-
cidedly healthy condition, a person may
reasonably assume, if the generous
presents which most of them made to
their employes on New-Year’s day are
to be taken as an indication. One
bank gave $1,000 apiece to each of its
clerks; another gave its Cashier a pres-
ent of a check for $1,500 ; another gave
each employe a sum equivalent to 10
per cent, of his salary; the Fourth Na-
tional Bank gave from $25 to $450
apiece to its clerks, and the Continental
gave from $250 to $500 apiece. Such
liberality is to be commended, especial-
ly if the bank officers are distributing
their own, and not the money of their
stockholders and depositors, and the
recipients ought to be good boys for the
next year and not steal a cent.
The practice of locking passengers in
the railroad coaches is a custom that
would never be tolerated in America.
The very fact that the door was locked
would stir an irresistible impulse in the
liberty-loving bosom of the average
American to kick it open. There is
even in England a sort of mild idea of
this kind afloat. A gentleman of De-
troit, reports the Free Press, who has
traveled a good deal in Britain, says
that most of knowing passengers there
provide themselves with the small
square keys that will unlock the door
of the British railroad carriage. Those
nervous passengers who do not like to
travel with locked doors, yet have no
key, can easily make one with a piece
of silver of the requisite size. Strange
as it mayappear, the door is unlocked
in this way by slipping the silver in the
guard's hand while the appropriate
words are whispered in his ear.
A correspondent of the Nation ctAle
attention to the statement in the “En-
cyclopedia Britannica” that, if the
“natural resources of America— that is
the two continents of North and South
America— were fully developed, it
would afford sustenance to 3,000,000,000
of inhabitants, or three times the esti-
mated population of the globe.” But,
as the United States has nearly one-
third of the arable land, the United
States alone might support a popula-
tion equal to that of the globe at the
present day, and then would not be
as crowded as England now is ; there
being 389, to the square mile in En-
gland, while even in America the popu-
lation mentioned would give but 304 to
the arable square mile. But, at the
rate of increase since the census was
first taken i» 1790, we should attain
this population before the close of the
next century. The population, within
the last ninety years, has doubled every
twenty-five years, which, if there bo
100,000,000 in 1900, would bring it up
to 1,200.000,000 in 1987. In all human
probability, however, the rate of in-
crease will grow constantly smaller and
the pressure of population upon food
be indefinitely postponed.
A Miocking Story.
Ai.amo.sa, CoL Jan. 8.
Tho excitement prevailing over the Cto
trouble in Colorado has boon somewhat in-
creased lately by a letter published from Mrs.
N. C. Meeker, disclosing tho fact that each and
all of the women who wore hold as captives
after the massacre at White river suffered the
violation of their persons through fear of worse
treatment at tho hands of these red devils.
The ovideuee was given to tho commission by
tho women in their examination on their release
from captivity, while in the Gunnison country.
It was first distinctly understood by them that
this evidence of ttieir mistreatment should bo
used only by the commission in their efforts to
establish’ tho guilt of the Indians who had per-
petrated the outrage. Each and all of the
captives begged that this nbass of their horri-
ble misfortune should not oe given to the public.
It seems to have been in their situation as cap-
tives a choice between death or submitting to
tho heilish desires of their captors. The exam-
ination further discloses that they were permit-
ted. as tho last alternative, with the exception
of Mrs. Meeker, to choose from among tho
chiefs who should cohabit with them during tho
terrible suspense which their captivity must
have been, following the massacre at the agency.
This ev.dence was confined to the commis-
sion, among whose records it has lain dormant
awaiting the tardy channels of justice from tho
Department of tho Interior until the horrible
suspicion was verified by the appearance in
print of Mrs. Meeker’s letter. The Indians, in
speaking of the ravishing of the women sub-
sequently, seemed to regard the act as in per-
fect keeping with tho style of warfare in which
they are fond of indulging.
It is known that Perounnes took Josephine
Meeker, and came very near having a personal
encounter with Douglass concerning his solec-
tiok An Uncompahgro Ute took Mrs. Price,
who was afterward turned over to Johnson.
Douglass says that no one took Mrs. Meeker, as
ebo was too old, and he thought she ought not
to be running around loose, without being
cared for, so ho took her.
A National Grange Memorial.
The National Grange of Patrons of Hus-
bandry have memorialized Congress on the
subject of grievances from which they pray
for relief:
t. That transportation companies engaged In
iuter-Btate commerce of the United States have
so far exceeded their chartered rights and fran-
chises that to-day their management is without
exception illegal and arbitrary.
2. That frequent and unreasonable fluctua-
tions in their rates of transportation, both of
freight and passengers, ore whimsical and un-
necessanr.
3. Railroads are common carriers, built by
the people for the common weal, and should
not be tolerated as arbitrary and crushing mo-
nopolies.
4. Organized combination among thesetraus-
portation companies destroys the possibility of
legitimate competition and oppresses the indus-
trial classes of our country.
5. These monopolies, annually growing more
powerful and defiant, have not been and are
not restrained by effective Congressional legis-
lation.
The memorialists therefore urge the enact-
ment of such ia^re as will relieve a burdened
and oppressed people from these unlawful ex-
actions.
A MEMORABLE COLO SNAP.
The .Sudden and Remarkable Freese of 1830.
fFrom the Burlington (lows) Hswk Eye.)
On the 20th day of December, 1836,
occurred one of the most remarkable
phenomena e?er recorded in the annals
of the West. Six years before, there
had been an unnsual fall of snow, cov-
ering the earth to the depth of three to
four feet, and causing a great amount
of suffering among the people. This is
always referred to as the winter of the
“ Deep Snow.” The “ Deep Snow” and
the - Sudden Freeze” mark tho settle-
ment of many families, the purchase. of
many farms and tho birth of many
children. /
The “ sudden freeze” was occasioned
in 1836, as in 1879, by a current of ex-
tremely cold air passing diagonally
across Iowa, Illinois, Indiana and Ohio,
but it followed a narrower path and was
more marked in character than the
freeze this year. The cold wave that
heralded Christmas this year was more
widely diffused, and although it swept
down from the far northwest with great
intensity, sending the mercury down to
56 deg. below zero in Northwestern
Minnesota, it lost much of its destruc-
tive forca before reaching Iowa and Illi-
nois. It also came down from the
polar regions and astonished the people
of the Pacific slope and spread out, in
fact, in a greater or less degree, all over
the United States.
The sudden freeze of 1836 was not
perceptibly felt east of Cincinnati, aud
in Illinois and Indiana its width ex-
tended from Ottawa south as fur as
Terre Haute. Within that limit its ef-
fect was fearful. It came with a strong
wind, accompanied by a heavy black
cloud and a roaring noise, not unlike
distant deep thunder. Its velocity was
about twenty-live miles an hour. The
most remarkable feature of the phe-
nomena was the intensity of the.oold.
Nothing like it has ever been known
since. The wind in its fury and power
blew the water into little sharply-defined
waves, which froze as they stood, leav-
ing the ponds, creeks and rivers crusted
with a very rough coat of ice. The
suow, slush aud mud were suddenly
congealed into a mass strong enough to
sustain the weight of a team aud wagou.
Some of the incidents related in the
experience of people exposed to the
storm are almost incredible, but well
attested. The storm passed over Bur-
lington about 10 o’clock in the forenoon
of Dee. 20. We have no local record
concerning the effect here, but across
the river the people had some strange
experiences. The early morning was
warm and rainy or misty. Tho snow
had melted to a thick, watery slush aud
the gutters and little streams were full
of water. Meu were about their daily
avocatious without their coats. Sud-
denly the cloud appeared. Its loud and
deep notes of warning gave them
hardly time to grasp their coats and get
to a place of safety. Cattle, hogs, and
fowls were frozen in their tracks, un-
able to extricate themselves. Many
died before help could come. Many
persons were frozen so severely that
death ensued iu a few days, and others
were crippled for life The effect was
terrible, and is best illustrated, perhaps,
out of the many instances on record,
by the experience of a gentleman living
in Springfield, 111., who was out with a
drove of hogs, when the storm came
suddenly down updli them. They
abandoned the hogs and drove rapidly
to a house a mile or two away. When
they arrived there some had their hands
frozen and could do nothing for the
teams. The next day they started out
to find their hogs. Coming to where
they had left them, they found a pyra-
mid of porkers. The hogs huddled* to-
gether when tho storm struck them,
those on the inside smothering, those
on the outside freezing. As the wave
passed over McLean county, 111., it en-
countered a party of men working In
the field, one of whom had with him a
very heavy overcoat. It had become
rather wet with tho mist, and, as the
wave came over the party, its •wner
hastily proceeded to put it on. As he
raised it over his head for that purpose
the cold wave swept by, blowing the
coat several feet from where he
stood. It happened to light “head up
and tail down,” as he expressed it,
where it stood, arms extended, frozen,
as stiff as a board.
Some Men’s Hobbles.
A banker, well known in the finan-
cial world, died in one of the Atlantic
cities, at the age of 80, leaving a prop-
erty valued at millions. After his
death a collection of toys was sold for
over $100,000, which he had been ac-
cumulating for twenty years. Scarcely
any valuable or mechanical toy bad
been made in Europe of which he had
not a specimen, but his assortment in-
cluded, also, the most trivial of chil-
dren’s playthings. Another, a citizen
of Philadelphia, one of the foremost
jurists of his day, had a fancy for col-
lecting fairy tales. His shelves con-
tained thousands of these volumes in
every language. Manias for china, old
brasses and tare editions are so com-
mon among scholarly men that the in-
congruity of the pursuit does not strike
us. The peculiarity of a hobby, indeed,
is that it is usually at edds with the
general character of the person who ex-
hibits it. It is a bit of childhood left
by careless nature among the sterner
stuff of which manhood is made. James
Fisk, the most hardened and dishonest
of swindlers, had a passionate love
for canaries, and was surrounded by
them at home. Oar geniai poet, Oliver
Wendell Holmes, delights in grave-
yards, boosts that he knows every one
within forty miles of Boston, “and
when the spring opens," he says, smil-
ing, UI go out to see how my dead men
do.” The doctor, also, is fond of work-
ing with tools. Tke portable stereo-
scopic glass is his invention. One of
the most eminent surgeons in the
country delights in writing poems, and
very bad poems they are. There can
be no doubt that an innocent hobby
(and hobbies generally are innocent) is
a safety-valve for the escape of nervous
excitement in men who nso their brains
to au exceptional degree. For this
reason they usually do much toward
softening and humanizing the charac-
ter. Whatever is to be a boy’s trade or
profession, encourage in him a taste for
music, or art, fishing, gunning; some
hobby, in short. Before you fill the
boiler and build the fire, provide the
safety-valve. — Boston Youth's Com-
panion.
MICHIGAN NEWS.
There were ninety-seven murders
and attempts to murder in Michigan
last year.
Col. Ethan Allen, for many years a
prominent business man of Kalamazoo,
has died.
The Michigan State prison earned
$67,328 37 during the past year, and ex-
pended $97,591.65.
Cornelius Fonda and wife celebrated
tho fiftieth anniversary of their mar-
riage at Battle Creek last week.
Several ice boats are to be built at
West Bay City this winter. One is
already built, and another is under way,
John J. Swartout, City Recorder of
Saginaw City, and for many years a
resident and widely known, died lately,
aged 80 yeais.
It begins to leak out that a very fine
local meteoric display was witnessed in
the northern part of this State on .ho
morning of the 24th ult.
A small house in West Bay Cily,
containing 700 pounds of dynamite, to
be used in blasting salt wells, was en-
tirely consumed by fire the other day ;
tho dynamite burned without explod-
ing.
There is no record in existence on
Lake Superior that shows so uniformly
cold and boisterous weather as charac-
terized the month of December just
ended.
Little Willie Rice, the boy who was
crippled and made an orphan by the
Jackson railroad disaster last fall, is
utill at Jackson, where he is well cared
for, and occasionally used as an attrac-
tion at local entertainments.
The salt- inspection year commences
Dec. 1, and the inspection for Decem-
ber, being the first month of the new
year, was 171,717 barrels, against 97,887
in December, 1878. During the month
40,900 barrels bulk salt was shipped to
Chicago.
One of the wounded in tho railroad
disaster of Oct. 10, at Jackson, who had
his arm broken botli above and below
the elbow, jerked his lame arm sudden-
ly backward while £>eing attended by
his nurse, the other day, and broke it
in a fresh place.
Jacob Lehmann, who deserted his
wife at Jackson, a year or so ago, was
drowned at San Francisco recently. He
was a member of the mutual-aid order
of Foresters, and his wife kept up his
dues, and now receives $1,000 from the
beneficiary fund.
Preparations are being made to ship
considerable quantities of pine logs
from Petoskey to England, via Quebec.
The slabs are removed from the sides
with tho broad-ax, aud they are rafted
, live and six deep, securely fastened
with green withes so os to withstand the
severest storms, and then towed to their
destination.
The following is a statement of the
receipts and disbursements at the State
Treasurer’s office for the month ending
Dec. 31 :
Halunre on hand Nov. 80, 18i!» ..........
Receipt* for the mouth ................. IW.ifctl.M
Total ............................... $511,044.06
Disbursements for the month .......... 10il.8lS.S0
Balance on hand Dec. 81, 1S79.. ..8 405, 785.(17
There being a general feeling
throughout the State that the stand-
ard of qualifications required of teach-
ers is far too low, the State Board of
tary Academy at Orchard Lake : Isaac
Menton, of Bay City; William O.Hng-
hart, of Grand Rapids; Ira R. Gros-
venor.of Monroe; William E. Quinby,
of Detroit; Prof. Moses Coit Tyler, of
Ann Arbor. As Michigan member of
the National Committee to arrange for
a celebration of the centennial anniver-
sary of the surrender of Lord Corn-
wallis at Yorktown: Philo Parsons, of
Detroit, ^
The Chippewa County News pub-
lishes a summary of the report of the
business of the Sault canal, from which
the following facts are taken: The
canal was open this year 214 days, from
May 2 to December 2. The passage of
vessels of all kinds was '8,128, with a
tonnage of 1,707,031. The tolls col-
lected were $41,385.50. Of the total
number of passages, 530 were of tugs
engaged in towing, and Government
vessels or these engaged in Government
employ, which pass free. These com-
prise a tonnage of 83,638. This leaves
the paid passages 2,593, with a
tonnage of 1,670,393. Last year
the total number of passages of all
kinds was 2,567, with a tonnage of
1,667,186. Of these 287 were free pass-
ages, with a free tonnage of 29,078.
The tolls collected were $49,437. The
tolls show a decrease of $8,051.50. This,
however, is accounted for from a de-
crease of half a cent a ton on tho tolls,
which would amount to $8,351.96, or
upon the same basis a gain of $300.46.
Last year there was a total navigation
of 235 days, against 214 this, a decrease
of 21 days. Last year the average num-
ber of boats passing per day was very
nearly eleven, while this season it was
fifteen, which shows a large increase in
the daily labor to be done.
(luarlorma*U'r Ounoral'ii Report.
Among tho many annual reports is-
sued by State officers is that of Brig.
Gen. Saviers, Quartermaster General
of tho State. It contains tables show-
ing receipts and expenditures for the
past year; also, the amount and kind
of equipage on hand and its condition.
The military departments have received
from all channels during tho year, $43,-
654.68, aud expended $36,885.71, leaving
a balance unexpended of $6,768.97.
Among tho recommendations of tho
General are the following :
Frequent requisitions are made on
me for overcoats during the winter
season, and where there seems to bo
great necessity for them I have supplied
the companies temporarily with them.
This method keeps thi overcoats mov-
ing from point to point, often very hur-
riedly, leaving no time for properly un-
packing. cleaning and drying them
after being used in storms. The result
is that overcoats are being rapidly worn
out by constant usage and inability to
take proper care of them. I believe it
would be more economical to the State,
and much more satisfactory to the
troops, if a full supply of overcoats was
purchased and issued to the men. The
overcoats could bo kept in tho armories
with the uniform coats, and, with proper
cure, could be made to lust a long term
of years. Tho men would then be
equipped for service at any time of
year.
Cooked rations have heretofore been
served in this State, for the reason that
our camps of instruction have been held
fora period of only five days, and it has
been thought more progress could be
made iu drill and discipline by giving
their whole time and attention to that
direction. I would respectfully recom-
mend that before another encampment
is ordered something definite be estab-
lished os to what shall constitute a
ration iu this State; that the same be
published to all tho companies in the
State, and that such rations as may be
decided upon be issued in bulk by tho
regimental Quartermaster to the com-
mandants of companies in efcch com-
mand. Commandants of companies
can see to the proper distribution of
the rations, and the men will then have
a fair opportunity of trying their skill
in all the departments of a soldier’s life.
He also advocates more thorough dis-
cipline and the most improved equip-
ments.
Education has ordered that an average
of 75 per cent, shall be required for ob-
taining a certificate of the third grade,
80 for the second grade, and 90 for the
first grade, aud that the spring exami-
nation in 1880 shall be held on Satur-
day, the 27th day of March.
The State Teachers’ Association held
its annual session last week. The follow-
ing officers were elected for tho ensuing
year: President, C. B. Thomas; Vice
Presidents, J. M. French, E. P. Church ;
Secretary, Z. C. Silencer; Treasurer,
Zalotes Truesdel; Executive Commit-
tee for three years, Kendall Brooks, Aus-
tin George, Miss Julia A. King; for two
years, Wdl&m J. Beal. The Association
of City Superintendents elected as
President, J. M. B. Sill; Vice President,
M. T. Gass; Secretary and Treasurer,
W. S’. Perry. The last-named Associ-
ation adjourned to meet on the third
Tuesday in May.
Gov. Cbobwell has made the follow-
ing appointments, in pursuance of the.
laws relating to the vanous institutions :
Members of the Board of Control for
the Michigan Reform School for Girls :
Mrs. James F. Joy, of Detroit; Mrs.
Samuel L. Fuller, of Grand Rapids;
Mrs. Coartland B. Stebbins, of Lansing ;
Miss Emma A. Hall, of Flint; Charles
T. Gorham, of Marshall; William H.
Waldby, of Adrian. As Trustee for the
Michigan Asylum for the Insane : Col.
Robert Borns, of Kalamazoo. In ac-
cordance with the law passed by the
last Legislature the Governor has ap-
pointed the following gentlemen to
make inspection of tne scholarship,
discipline, etc., of the Michigan Mill-
A Gate Story.
“Sereua, darling,” he murmured;
and the old gate scarcely creaked as it
swung to and fro beneath her J’ght
weight, and the silent stars looked down
with tender glances, and all Jouth hill
seemed to hold its breath to Ijsten.
“ Serena, my own, if every glittering
star that beams above; if every passing
breeze that stops to kiss thy glowing
cheeks; if every rnstling leaf that whis-
pers to the night, were living, burning
thoughts ; if every— Oh-h-ho-ho 1 Ow-w !
Aw-w, oh, oh, oh I O, jimmy pelt! O,
glory! O, murder, murder, murder 1
O, dad rang the swizzled old gate
to the bow-wows 1"
And she said, stiffly, that no gentle-
man who could use such language in the
presence of a lady could be an acquaint-
ance of hers, and she went into the
house. And he pushed the gate open
and palled his mangled thamb oat of
the crack of it, and went down the
street sacking the injured member, de-
claring that, however lightly 105 pounds
of girl might set upon the heart of man,
it was a little too mneh pressure when
applied to an impromptu thumbscrew.
And the match is drawn, and all bets
declared off.— Burlington Hawk-Eye.
Before the invention of pins both
sexes used ribands, loop -holes, laces
with points and tags, clasps, hooks and
skewers of brass, silver and gold. They
were made in England in 1543.
Anioro minstrel, when asked what
his trade was, responded that he was a
caulker.
K-" ^ .w .-• |uj»;iu|* »i'«i' nw-ip.iu u^pi i jm ytfw>w 'i^,' 'IF"
I
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, Jan. 17. 1880.
CANADIAN INDEPENDENCE.
There has been considerable agitation
during the last few days about Canadian
Independencfe and subsequent annexation.
The Chicago TimM reviewing the question,
says: “ The Canadians are suffering from
their periodical annexation scare. There is
a party in the Dominion, led by such men
as Qoldwin Smith, which is in favor of
Canadian independence; and it is felt by all
classes that independence means eventual
annexation to the United Stales. This
party, however, is an inconsiderable mi-
nority; there is no reason to believe that
any large number of Canadians of any
race or party are in favor either of separa-
tion from Great Britain or of union with
the United Slates. The people will not
object to a customs union with us; in fact,
there are good reasons to believe that a
majority of theurearnestly desire such a
union, but their plans do not include a
political union, either now or in the future.
Probably the sentiment of the majority
of the people of the Dominion of Canada
is this; They are warmly attached to the
mother country, and would prefer to re-
main with her, provided. their local au-
tonomy is guaranteed to them, as it now
is. They are not so warmly attached to
England, however, as to be willing to sac-
rifice their material interests at her be-
hest, and any attempt to force upon the
Canadians a commercial policy to which
they are opposed would be resisted. They
would prefer a union with America, in
which their material interests should be
considered, to a union with Great Britain
in which their interests should be disre-
garded. But, as Great Britain has no in-
tention of interfering with their free con-
trol of their own affairs, there is no chance
for a disagreement there. The Canadians
have no feeling of unfriedliness toward
the United States or its people. They are,
on the contrary, bound by many ties of
friendship and sympathy with the United
States. The Canadians of the present
generation are more American than
British. Canadian manners, and espe-
cially those of the province of Ontario,
have been molded by American contact
to such an extent that a Yankee feels
almost as much at home in Toronto, Ham-
ilton, or London as he does in Buffalo or
Detroit. The literature of Canada is
American literature. Tfcere is scarcely a
family in Ontario which has not one or
more of its number living in our western
stales, and the thousands of Canadians
resident in our midst certainly do not wear
the air of being domiciled in a foreign
country.
As for the Americans, they think very
little of Canadian annexation. Probably
ninety-nine Americans out of every hun-
dred are fully, convinced that the destiny
of Canada is to some day become a part of
the American republic. Indeed, they take
it so much as a matter of course that it ap-
pears to them entirely unnecessary to
bother their heads about it, or to do any-
thing whatever to advance it. They con-
sider Canada—what Goldwin Smith once
pronounced it— merely a fringe along the
border of the United States, and regard
its eventual absorption as a matter of
course. They are content not to hasten
the inevitable absorption, however, inas-
much as they see nothing in particular to
be gained by it. As matters are now, we
get all the best brain and muscle of Can-
ada: her young and enterprising men
come to us by thousands, and contribute,
unasked, their energies to the advance-
ment of the prosperity of the “universal
Yankee nation.”
13 17 A SUCCESS ?
New York, Jan. 10.— Edison’s horseshoe
lights at Menlo Park are reported as still
burning, emitting the same beautiful
orange tinted glow that they did when
first shown to the public. Up to the pres-
ent time the two lamps experimented with
most have been in operation 820 hours,'
that is, electricity has passed through
them that length of time in the aggregate.
Every day they are taken down and
tested, to ascertain whether any change
has taken place, in case of a filament.
Thus lamps are burning with exactly the
same brilliancy and give the precise elec-
trical resistance they did when first con-
ducted. The total number of lamps now
burning is eighty, twenty of the number
being street lamps. Scores of new lamps
will be in operation in a few weeks.
For Uu Holland City Newt.
Mr. Editor:— Please favor me, by giv-
ing the following a place in your paper: I
have been prevented by reason of sickness
to comply with the earnest request of Rev.
Daniel Van Pelt, in the City Nkws of last




Senator Lamar was stricken with pa-
ralysis on Jan. 11, at Jackson, Miss., and
considerable uneasincs is felt as to his
condition. Attending physicians pro-
nounce his case hopeful. : j
When the Rev. D. Jacobs Ide was or-
dained pastor of a church at Medway,
Mass., sixty-three years ago, his health was
so bad that it was supposed he would die
within a few months; but he survived un-
til last Monday, attaining the age of 05.
Of the eight hundred members of his origi-
nal congregation, he conducted the funeral
services of all except one.
A discussion is now going on in Canada
about the number of French Canadians.
I a Canada asserts that they double in
numbers every twenty-eight years. In
I860 they numbered 83,000; in 1877, 1,850,-
000, and they are still increasing. The
English natives do not increase In any-
thing like the same proportion, and the
number of immigrants barely offsets the
number who emigrate to this country. 80
by degrees Canada may be all French, be-
fore ii Is realized.-
Mr. Wendell Phillips said, the other
evening, in a prelude to his lecture at
Troy: “It seems to me that the landed
aristocracy of Great Britain is doomed; it
contends with the vast and limitless pro-
duction of the prairie, and finds it impos-
sible to maintain its supremacy against
that stern competition. I believe that it is
written as if in letters of light that the
landed aristocracy will within the century
come to ar. end. Once again England’s
adversity is Ireland’s opportunity, and the
same spiait of competition is putting an
end to the unjust, unequal, and ruinous
system of land tenure in Ireland.”- ---
A year ago there were but six smelting
furnaces in Leadville, where to-day are
thirty three in operation with six in pro-
cess of erection. The amount of ore on
hand in the camp, stored at the ore bins of
the smelters, and in the ore houses at the
mines, now ready for treatment is esti-
mated at about eighteen thousand tons.
The present production is at the rate of
from eighteen to twenty millions per year,
and that in the middle of winter with
three feet of snow on the hillsides but a
short distance from the city, a lack of sup-
ply of coke for the smelters, and hauling
from the mines difficult, if not in some
cases impossible. Leadville has now five
daily papers— the eldest a year and a half
oldt and the youngest dated from Jun. 1,
1880.
----- -
In Asia rain was withheld; in Europe it
was poured out in superabundance, and so
famine districts are scattered all the way
from Western Europe to the east coast of
Asia. The people are crying for bread
and dying for the lack of it. In the pro-
vince of Seistan, Persia, parents are try-
ing to barter their children for food; in
one district of Bosnia 8,000 people are on
the verge of starvation; tp Silesia hunger
is gnawing the life out of thousands; in
Rusia, an area as large ns four or five
Michigans, between the Don and the Vol-
ga, is helplessly famine stricken. The
world is full of woe, of which we folks
here scarcely taste; and it behooves us, in
our abundance, to remember those that
starve as if our stomachs had been pinched
almost to death.-- -*•»- -V 
In the midwinter Hcribner will appear an
article on Bicycling, brilliantly illustrated
with more than thirty unique sketches by
Redwood, Hopkins, Lathrop, Taber and
Church. In September last, a jolly party
of forty bicyclers, representing a number
of Eastern clubs, made a two days’ run of
100 miles, full of incident, from Boston,
through Dedham, Braintree, Cohassct, and
other towns, visiting the old Curtis home-
stead, Brook Farm,— the scene of socialis-
tic experiments,— and many other interest-
ing localities. Chas. E. Pratt was captain
of the run, and by him the exploits of the
parly and the scenes through which they
rode will be described. Scribner has al-
ready identified Itself with the general in-
troduction of archery into this country,
and it is thought that this article will be
found to awaken new interest in this grow-
ing sport, as well as to reflect its spirit.
The wrong man was kissed again at a
Rochester railroad station. He was an
old and unsuspecting traveller, and the
girl was a fashionable and respected resi-
dent of the city. It was dark, and she
mistook him for her father. What ensued
is described by the Democrat: “ With
more than the usual demonstrations dis
played on such occasions, she threw both
arms about his neck and imprinted several
Bounding kisses upon his face. The
startled old gentleman pushed her gently
and said in a amolhered tone, * some mis-
take, some mistake.’ She sprang back
like a frightened fawn. ‘Oh, I thought
you were lather. You’ll excuse me, won’t
you?’ ‘Certainly,’ said the old boy, smil-
ing, ‘but you— you nearly smothered me.*
She afterward found her papa, but the pre-
vious effort had exhausted her, and she
merely gave him a cold sort of a meeting
house kiss.’* _
The second lecture of the Holland Lec-
ture Course will be given by the Hon.
Wm. Parsons, of Ireland, in Lyceum Hall
on Wednesday, the 21st of Jan. Subject:
“Old Homer, or, The Story of Three
Thousand Years Ago." A novel and en-
joyable feature of the evening will be a
musical prelude consisting of piano and
organ playing. The instruments to be
used will be furnished by Mr. G. Rankans,
from his music store ou Main street.
Admission, 50 cts. Gallery, 85 cts.




And It la Beyond All Contro-
versy. .
The Larger the Business the Smaller
the Profits.
PEOPLE BECOMING SATISFIED.
A Big Hush Every Day.
A Large Dry Goods and Carpet
House Leading the Trade
in Michigan.
A Double Store with Five Floors
and Passenger Elevator.
That Messrs Spring & Company are do-
ing three or four times the amount of bus-
iness ever known before in their line, is
coming to be conceded as a fact. A
glance through their grand store at any
hour of the day, from “morn till dewey
eve,” will convince any one who may be
skeptical on this point.
It is but au illustration of the business
“boom.” Large sales and small profits
have been advocated by merchants for
years. Spring & Company not only ad-
vertise this ns their policy, but they pur-
sue it with regard to every article kept in
there enormous stock.
Going farther than this, they recognize
that Grand Rapids has outgrown its “In-
dian payment” days, and is a city con-
taining a population which demands the
latest novelties in all styles of Dress Goods,
Dry Goods, Carpets and whatever pertains
to the trade. Through the enterprise of
this concern the ladies of our city are en-
abled to make their selections from an as-
sortment as varied ns that found in New
York, Chicago, Detroit or any of the larger
cities. Having a resident buyer in New
York, all patterns, styles, weights, color
and makes of Dry Goods or Carpets are
forwarded here on the day after their ap-
pearance in the metropolis. That this
new feature is appreciated, the increased
sales of Messrs. Spring & Company bear
ample witness.
Carrying by far the largest stock of any
concern in this line, selling goods in great
quantities and at small profits, and having
the novelties of each season as they appear,
Spring & Company are justly entitled to
the heavy sales which all who are posted,
know they are daily making.
iltw M’erti'semmts.
WANTED!
We will give $1.50 ca!*h for soft wood delivered
at the brick-yard— four-foot wood; and $-2.00 for
hard wood delivered at the same place.
We are alf»o prepared to make contracts with
partien who want to deliver wood on the railroad
track of The Chicago A Went Michigan railroad,
from Grand Junction to the sooth of ns, and to
Grand river north of us. Call, or address—
VEENEKLAA9EN & SONS.49-tf. Zeeland. Ottawa Co., Mich.
A. L. HOLMES, W. F. HARRIS.
A. L. Holmes & Co.
• Manufacturers of and dealers in
SOOTS and SHOES
Slippers, Etc.
No. 74 Washington Street,
GRAND HAVEN, MICH.
Having but recently formed onr co-partnership,
we wish to inform our fellow-cltitena of Grand
Haven and snrronndlng towns that wc have a fine
stock of Ready Made Goods of all descriptions,
which wc offer for sale cheap. However,
Custom Made Goods
will remain our Specialty.
Quality of work guaranteed, and repairing
done on short notice.
A. L. HOLMES & CO.
Grand Haven, Mich., March 1st. 11*79. 45-tf
Chancery Sale.
STATE OF MICHIGAN: The Circuit Court for
the county of Ottawa— In Chancery.
Jan Panels, Jacob Van Putten, Johannes'
Dykctna. Maria Kanters. Maalke Plngger
an Infant nnder*the age of 21 years, by
Oerrit Van Bchelven her next triend,
Elisabeth Oggel, and Wilhelmlna Kruld-
euier, complainants.
vs. ,
Cornelius Keppol, Jenneke Kenpel, Her-
mann! Geron, Aaltje Gezon, Jacob den
Herder, Jacob R. Schepers. and Aaltje
Van den Boer Vlsser, executrix of the
estate of Michael P. Vlaser, deceased,
defendants.
In pnrsnance and by virtue ot a decree of said
Circuit Court for the county of Ottawa. In chancery,
made in the above entitled canse. on the twenty-
fourth day of March. A. D. 1879. Notice is hereby
given that on the Twentieth day of Jan-
uary, A. D. 1880, at one o'clock In the afternoon,
at the front door of the conrt honse, In the city of
Grand Haven, in said county, I, the subscriber, a
Circuit Conrt commissioner in and for said connty,
will sell at public auction to the highest bidder,
the lands and premises described in said decree,
viz.: All that certain piece or parcel of land situate
In the city of Holland in the county of Ottawa and
State of Michigan, and described ns follows, to-
wit: Sixty feet front of lot numbered five In block
onmhered 34 in the city of Holland, according to
the recorded map thereof.
Dated Novemner 26th, 1879.
AREND VIB8CHER,
Circuit Conrt Commissioner, in and for Ottawa
1 county, Mich.
1 P. U. McBRIDE, Complainant’s Solicitor.I 43-7w.
Mortgage Sale.
T\E FAULT having been made in the conditionsU of payment of a certain mortgage executed
by William II. Doming ar.d Eliza Jane Demine, his
wife, to Abel T. Stewart (now deceased ), dated
September twenty-fifth. A. D., 1871, and recorded
in the offlee of the Register of Deede of Ottawa
county, Michigan, on October twelfth, A. D. 1871,
in Liber X of Mortgages, on page 143. on which
mortgage there Is claimed to bo due at the date of
this notice the snm of one hundred and fifty-three
dollars and slxty-slx cents ($153.66); and no pro-
ceedings at law or in equity having been Instituted
to recover tl\c debt secured by said mortgage, or
any part thereof; Now. therefore, notice is hereby
given, that (by virtue of the power of sale in said
mortgage contained, and the statute in such case
provided), on Monday the twenty-third
day of February, A- D- 1880’ at one 0 c,ocki
in the afternoon of said day. at the front door of
tho conrt house in the city of Grand Haven, Mich
Igan (said conrt house being the building wherein
Is held the circuit court for the county In which
the mortgaged premises are situated), said mort-
gage wlube foreclosed by a sale of the premises
described in said mortgage, or so much thereof as
may be necessary to satisfy the amount due on.
said* mortgage. Interest to the date of such sale,
and legal costs, Including an attorney’s fee of fifty
dollars, as in said mortgage provided. The prem
ises to be sold are described as follows, in said
mortgage; All of those certain pieces or parcels of
land, situate, lyin^ and being in the connty of Ot-
tawa. tn the State of Michigan, and more particu-
larly known and described as lots numbered three
and four, in block number forty-seven, of the city
of Holland, according to the recorded plat of the
village (now city) of Holland.
Dated November 26, 1879.
HENRY BAUM, and
ELIZA J. STEWART.
Executors of the last will and testament of Abel
T. Stewart, mortgagee, deceased.
J. C. POST, Attorney for said executors of mort-gage. 48-1 8w.
Chancery Sale.
STATE OF MICHIGAN: Tho Circuit Court for
the County of Ottawa— In Chancery.
Jan Panels, Jacob Van Patten, Johannes'
Dijkema, Maria Kanters, Maalke Plugger
an Infant under the age of 21 years, l>v
Gerrit Van cheiven her next friend.
Elizabeth Oggel and Wilhelmlna Kruide- 
nier, complainants.
vs.
Cornells Keppel, Jenneke Kcppel and
Jacob R. Schepers. defendants.
In pnrsnance and by virtue of a decree of said
Circuit Court for the connty of Ottawa. In chancery,
made in the above entitled cause, on the twenty-
fourth day of March, A. D. 1879. Notice is hereby
FIRST WARD
Hardware Store
Cor, of Fish and Eighth Sts,
J. VAN DER VEEN, Prop’r.
A large assortment of
STOVES




And all kinds of Farming Implements. Repair-
lug of Tinware neatly done on short notice. f
J. VAN DKR VEEN.
Holland. Nov. 1, 1879. 38-Gmo.
given that on the Twentieth day of Jan-
uary, A. D. 1880. at one o’clock in the afternoon,
at the front door of the conrt house, in the city of
Grand Haven, In said county. I, the subscriber, a
Circuit Court commisslonet in ami for said county,
will sell at public auction, to tho highest bidder,
the lands and premises described In said decree,
viz: All of that certain piece or parcel of land
situate in the city of Holland in the countv of Ot-
tawa and Slate of Michigan, ard described ns fol-
lows, to-wit: all of that part of lot numbered five
(5) in block numbered thirty-four (31) in .aid city,
which is bounded on the south side, on the east
side and on the north side by the southeast and
north lines of said lot, and on the west side by a
line running parallel with the east line of said lot
and eighteen (1?) feet west therefrom, the same
being the east eighteen feet of said lot numbered
five (5) acordlng to the recorded man of said city
on record as of the village of Holland in the office
of the Register of Deeds for Ottawa county, Mich-
Igan.
Dated November 2fith, 1879.
AREND VISSCHER,
Circuit Court Commissioner in and for Ottawa
county, Mich.
P. II. McBRIDE, Complainant’s Solicitor.
48 7w.
BAST’S RIDING SAW MACHINE
Tho BEST THING OIJT.
SAW any site 1or» in any
position. Thousands m
use. WciRhtof thoopor-
ator docs ail the work.




AddrrM II. K. VInnn Pgr Co., Chlemro. Ills.
FALL A WINTER STOCK
or A LI. KINDS or
DRY GOODS
Hus just arrived at
MEAT MARKET G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS,
— IN THE —
FIRST WARD.
The undersigned announces to the Public that
they have finished their new Meat-Market, and are
now ready to supply their customers with all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction to
all those who wish to favor them with part of thelt
trade.




Holland, July 14, 1878.
CEC HERE! $5 is GOODS for SO cts,
8«U*lk(tloa Gaarantttd. DO.VT NtSS Ihl. ( tuner.
2a5S >0 valuable money-making Secret, ; 10 Rich Pic-
turea ; I Marie Fountain Fen; 2 Steel Pen,: I Silver jilatrJ
Holder: I Fliin Holder; I Rubber-tip Pene.i ; 12 Hoe F.nvrl.
ope,; 12 ihceU fine Paper; I #l.iO Book; (hat funny Poem,
and CbmeM Secret for glowing Inen, (big money aening ae
rret.) AU MOt for Fifty Centa. Stamp, Uken. Addreu,
The Great Cause
Human Misery!
Just Published. In a Sealed Entelope, price 6 rente.
A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment and
Radical cure of Seminal Weakness, or Sperma-
torrhoea, induced by Sell Abuse. Involuntary Emsl-
sions, Impotoncy. Nervous Debility, and Impedi-
ments to Marriage generally; Consumption, Epi-
lepsy, and Kits; Mental ami Physical incapacity,
etc.-By ROBERT J. CULVERWELL, M. D„




All kinds of Underwear,
Woolen Yarns,
Horse Blankets, all kinds,
• Flannels of all Colors,
Hosiery, Notions, Calicoes
and Ginghams,





Come and see our New Goods.
G. Van Fatten Sc Sons.
DRAYING!
The world-renowned author, in this admirable
lecture, clearly prove! from his own experience
that the awful consequences of Sell-Abuse may be
effectually removed without medicine, and without
dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instru-
ments, ringi, or cordials; rolnting out a mode of
cure at once certain and effectual, ny which every
sufferer, no matter what his condition maybe, may
cure himself cheaply, privately and radically.
The undersigned hereby informs his fellow-oil i-
zens that he has had constructed for him n platform
spring dray, something new. neat and strong, and
has other wagons and single-horse drays to supply
a popu'ar want, and is now ready to serve the
citizens of Holland lu the very best methods of
draving at reasonable rates.
f^T'My dray will be on hand six days in the
Week, rain or shine.
This Lecture will prove a boon to thousands
and thousands.
Bent, under real, in a plain envelope, to any ad-
dress, on receipt of six cents, or two postage
stamps.
Address the Publishers, 19-lV
in mim mm co.,
41 Abd 8t., Haw York; Post Office Box. 4686
70B BAINY WEATHEB I BATE LABOE C0VEB3 TO
FBEVSUT TQE FBEIOHT FEOH
0ETTIN0 WET.
Orders for drays can be left at L. T. Kanters’
book store, and will always receive immediate
attention. For further particulars, or contracts,
apply to the proprietor.
Ed.'- J.’ Harrington, Jr.
Holland, Nov. 1. 1879. 88-3mo.
Uf  II TPIk 10,000 Rt SHILS BTCXITM, of which I
UAH I L U roak* Buckeye PUe Ointm«rt,W alUfltcd to
cun Pilti. Addf.M with rtawp, Dr. J. N. Ttbl.r, St LoaKM»_ $350
A MONTH! A0IHT8 WANTED!
7B Bnt Btlll.g Article la tk.W.rl(li aum-
picfre. Ad.JM BRONSON, Ptrck Nick
1879. FALL AND WINTER. 1879-
Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Ruching,
COLLARS AND CUFFS, ~
Hosiery, Gloves, Shawls, Circulars. Cloaking and Ready Made
Cloaks, aH kinds of Worsted Goods, Germantown Wool
and Worsted, Perforated Paper, in all colors,
And a full line of
SILK AJSriD CH/AIPIE.
I. & S. VAN DEtTbERGE,
EIGHTH STREET • - * HOLLANE, MICH
i
lotting
Mu. and Mrs. D. Kruidenicr, of Pella,
Iowa, are in ths city on a visit.
-- — ----
We understand that the doctors U. A. &
F. J. Schouten have formed a co partner-
ship for, the practice of medicine. ̂
Mrs. Richard Van den Berg, aged
years, died of consumption on Monday
night last. She leaves a husband and fou
children.
The weather has been cool and pleasant
during the week. No ice and no snow.
A Pittsburg dispatch announces that
nails have gone up to $5, and it is hinted






We are informed that the “Second
Regiment Band,” of Grand Rapids, has
been invited to come and give a concert in
this city, on the 22d instant.
Wheat is bought in this city at $1 20
per bushel. Flour sella at #0.65 per brl.,
and $3.33 per 100 lbs. Potatoes are worth
32 cents per bushel ; eggs 15 cents per doz.
and butter 16 cents per pound.
During the trial of a case against a
doctor, for not reporting cases of diphtheria
to the boafd of health, three Grand Rapids
physicians testified Uiat they did not con-
sider diphtheria infectious or contagious.
Mr. John Stekctce, formerly a m»^ber
of Company I, 25th Infantry, died on
Thursday last; January 8th, at the age of
38 years. Mr. Steketee died of the disease
which he contracted during his service ii
the army.
 -- -«•»- 
Another barbershop in town, is the
passing word among the boys. Some-
body, whose name we have not yet learned,
has opened a shop next door to the Phoenix
Hotel— in the place where Chns. Hall used
to keep a saloon. We now rejoice in four
tonsorial artists.
Oh, those beautiful pianos! Who would
not love a piano? The first pianos ever
offered publicly for sale in this city, are
open for inspection and trial in the jewelry
store of Mr. J. Albers, where Mr. G. Ran-
kans, the well-known organ man, keeps
his headquarters.
List of letters remaining in the post-
office at Holland, Mich., Jan. 15, 1880:
L. Courtal, Sewel Webster, Randal Flan-
ders, H. Gooden, Chas. 8. Price, C. Nivi-
son, Mrs. Oliver Larney, James Morse,
John Crow.
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
Shipments of flour from Minneapolis
the other day were 7,133 barrels— in other
words, seventy car loads, or enough to
load three full freight trains. These ship-
ments were not exceptionally large,— are
about the daily average,— but we mention
the number of cars to remind the render of
the magnitude of the Minneapolis flour
trade.
The ladies of Grand Rapids (or, at least,-
many of them) not only banished the pledge
of the wine cup at their New Year’s recep-
tions, but permitted a revival of the good
old custom of a New Year’s kiss; and a
correspondent remarks that “this new de-
parture was very favorably received by the
young men.”
The prospective opening up of an inter-
oceanic railroad route across Mexican
territory, the completion of which, at an
estimated cost of $10,000,000, may be an-
ticipated at an early day, is an event of no
ordinary commercial importance, the ad-
vantages of which, while specially inuring
to Ameiican trade and American enter-
prise, must ultimately be participated in
by the world at large.
Allegan’s new paper, the Tribune,
reached us too late last week for notice iu
that issue. It is a sprightly sheet, decid-
edly Republican in politics, and seeing to
have s nne editorial ability at the head of
it. We shall not be surprised to sec it rob
the Journal a little of its thunder— and
patronage. It is published by Messrs. E.
R. Morgan and F. W. Bailey, whom we
bid welcome in the field of journalists.
The headless rooster, which drew big
houses in Grand Rapids a short. time ago,
was humanely taken in and suffered to die,
at Toronto, by the society for the preven-
tion of cruelty to animals, and its proprie-
tors arrested. It was shown that the bird
belonged In Michigan, was well cured for
and didn’t suffer and the case was dis-
missed. But the rooster had gone where
he without head is no better than those
who have ’em and the showmen sue the
society for $1,500 for loss of bird and oc-
cupation. ̂ ___
Nearly a year ago a German named
Bodeg declared, in the course of a village
discussion, that any chimney-sweep could
make as good a speech as Prince Bismark,
and that the special oration they were
discussing was bad and meaningless. For
.this heinous offense he was brought before
the local magistrate at Osnabruck and
fined, on which he appealed to the higher
court, which reversed the decision of the
magistrate, as “improper and disrespectful
criticism” of the prince’s “oratorical
achievements’' did not reflect on the chan-
cellor’s, honor.’ The crown prosecutor,
on the part of the government, then ap-
pealed in his turn to the imperial court,
which reversed the second decision and
ordered a new trial.
A woman with a red petticoat, walking
 the Boston and Maine R. R- track, was
much like a danger signal that a distant
•nglneer stopped his train. ^
On Saturday last the Joses was towed in^
here from Saugatuck by the steam-tug
Twilight, and after she arrived here the
Twilight took the schooner Spray and
towed her to her new home at Saugatuck.
One of New York’s prominent chemists,
Mr. Albert C. Dung, 01 Bowery, says:
St. Jacobs Oil cured a well-known auc-
tioneer, and many other prominent citi-
zens of Rheumatism. It is a reliable rem-
edy.
.  —
We notice in the Grand Rapids papers
that E. Ronayne is billed to shoot of his
mouth at Grand Rapids, three evenings in
succession, during next week. It seems
to be the scheme to have him work where
there is a probability of a large Dutch
ludience.
The law of gravitation is not more certain
fn its action tlmn is the new Harris &
Smith Safety Lamp to extinguish itself,
should it be overturned or dropped Irom
the hand. A child can use it hut cannot
have a serious accident with it. For sale
by P. & A. Sleketee.
Volume three of the “Library of Uni-
versal Knowledge,” recently issued, con-
tains 804 pages, covering topics between
the words Bins and Caterpillar. The pub-
lishers announce that it lias already reached
a sale of nearly 10,000 copies. American
Book Exchange, New York.
We are requested to call the attention of
the public to a glaring error in spelling the
name of Dr. R. A. Schouten, on the back
cover of a widely circulated pamphlet, en-
titled " Wasting Diseases,” published in
New York. It reads DASCHOUTEN,
and should read R. A. Schouten.
Mr. L. Schaddelee had a stroke of
paralysis on Saturday evening last, from
which he is still suffering at this hour of
writing. On the afternoon of that day he
walked over town as bright as usual, and
the occurrence was ns sudden ns it was
severe. Considering his age— 74 years— it
is doubtful whether he will recover.
Robert Burns, Masonic apron, and the
mallet and imnute-book of the lodge of
St. Andrew, Dumfries, of which the poet
was an affiliated member have just been
sold in Edinburgh. The minute-book
hears his signature to the by-laws. The
relics are to he presented to the grand
lodge of Scotland by the grand master,
Sir Michael R. S. Stewart, who purchased
them for about $100.
Peoria distillers used 3,883,018 bushels
of grain and produced 15,052,060 gallons
of spirits in 1870.
Safe, reliable, harmless and cheap is Dr.
Bull’s Cough Syrup. We therefore do
not wonder at the popularity of this old
family medicine. The price is only 25
cents a bottle.
Finding a basket ou her atoop, a cau-
tious woman in Newport, R. I., took it to
a police station, and was surprised to learn
ffterward that it contained n twenty-pound
.urkey and not a foundling.
•Mr. Henry Zukn and family moved into
Wts city this week. -They came from Port
Huron, Mich. Mr. Zahn is a harness
maker, and has opened a work shop fn the
store of Mrs. J. Aling, on River street.
Both railroad companies are building
extensive coal sheds. Wood is becoming
so scarce and high in price that coal is
considered cheaper. Besides these build-
ings both roads are making constant im-
provements in side tracks, outhouses, en
largeraents and improvements of depots,
etc. •
We arc informed that the United States
Government will henceforth use kerosene
in the lighthouses along this, and we pre-
sume, all other coasts, in the place of lard
oil, hitherto used. If the kerosene that
Uncle Sam is going to use, is uot any bet-
ter than what we have found for sale in
this city lately, the Improvement, if any,
will be imperceptible.
Leadville boasts of aristocratic waiters.
At the Grand Hotel is an ex-member of
the New Jersey Legislature, whose letters
bear the prefix of “ Hon.” At the Claren-
don the guests are served at the table by
an cx-Confederute General, a doctor of
medicine, a lawyer, and an ex-Judge from
Freeborn County, Minn.
The prospective extension of the two
railroads— the Grand Rapids and Indiana
and the Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw-
northward to the Straits of Mackinac the
coming season is already awakening great
interest in that section of the State, and
wild lands suitable for farming puposes
arc being taken up or bought from present
owners in a manner indicative of a heavy
immigration in the spring.- - ------
The Board of Supervisors have post-
poned the taxpaying time to February
15th, for this city. And among other
things they have resolved to receive pro-
posals for the purchase ot the poor farm,
consisting of 200 acres. Tnis poor farm is
considered too large, not well located, the
land too heavy, etc. They propose to pro-
cure with the proceeds of said farm an-
other farm, of about 40 acres of light
lands, and situated near one of the largest
towns in this county. This seems to be a
move in the right direction.
To show how bigotry, blindness, and in
prejudice still finds a temporary lodgment
this Colony we want to relate how a party
came to us on Thursday last, who had
taken the News on trial for the last six
months, and found fault with our remark
on the bottom of the Ronayne article,
where we said “that some people in our
community pinned their faith to such as
he,” and he was so terribly “cut up”
about it that he stopped his paper. Com-
ment is unnecessary; it explains itself.
But wo want to say to all such bigots,
right here,— the sooner you stop the News
the better we will like it, and the sooner
you will be stone blind!
- -
T. M. Tracy of New York.— After
years of suffering from a derangement of
the Blood and general debility, torpidity
of the liver, inactivity of the bowels, in-
ability to sleep, nervousness, and in fact
a general prostration. I was induced by
a friend to try Dr. Pettit’s Blood Purifier,
its effect was magical, words cannot ex-
press the gratitude I feel, no one suffering
as I did should hesitate a moment in giv-
ing R a trial. I do cheerfully recommened
it to all. T. M. Tracy.
New York, Sept. Oth, 1878.
Sold by T. E. Annis & Co., Druggists
and Apothecaries, Holland, Micb.
We have heard and seen considerable
difference of opinion about the measures
of wood and the weight of a load of hay,
and it occurred to us that every city of any
pretentions had an appointed person who
had sole charge of this business, and
whose certificate of weight or measure is
conolusive. This certainly stops swind-
ling, and we suggest to our city fathers to
appoint one. It is about time!
The attention of our readers is called to
the changes made in the large advertise-
ment of Mr. E. J. Harrington. This large
business house is taking time by the fore-
lock, and is making preparations for their
spring stock and trade by selling off their
immense supply of boys’ overcoats, boots
and shoes, at very low prices. These
goods were bought during the reigu ot
low prices, and can theipfore be sold
cheap. Mr. Harrington also offers 600 or
700 acres of good lands for sale.— See ad-
vertisement.
The extensive brickyard of Messrs.
Veeneklaascn & Sons, situated near the
eastern line of the Township of Holland,
will bo again enlarged and improved, so
as to double the capacity. They have
made and sold three millions of brick
during last season, and shipped two hun-
dred ear loads by rail. They will employ
fifty hands during next season, and are
out with an advertisement offering cash
for two thousand cords of wood. This
firm has established a first class reputation
all along the line of the Chi. & West Mich.
R. R., and their intention is to keep on
improving and enlarging to the extent of
their ability.— See advertisement in an-
other column.
-- - -
Most of our citizens who are acquainted
with Mr. A. H. Fenn, of Allegan, and
especially the legal fraternity, will be
pleased to learn the following, which we
clip from the Allegan Demccrat: "Mr.
A. II. Fenn was an interested listener re-
cently at the religious meeting of the col-
ored people, in the basement of the court
house, when the preacher announced that
the meeting would have to be brought to
a close that evening for want of wood.
Fenn arose and said: “ Don’t bring your
meeting to a close for want of wood, I will
see that you have all you need.” fio the
meetings were protracted and the wood
was furnished as promised.
Our thanks are due Messrs. John P.
Morton & Co., of Louisville, Ky., for a
copy of their “ Western Farmers' Alma-
nac." This almanac is one of the best for
a farmer which we have ever seen com-
piled. 4 is entirely different from any
other we have ever seen, and is brim full
of useful articles and hints for farmers
and gardeners. It is beautilully printed,
and enclosed in handsome paper cover,
with the corners trimmed off rounding.
The proprietors sell it for ten cents per
copy, and this price we consider very low
compared with its valuable contents.
They announce their circulation at one
hundred thousand, but we shall not be
astonished if they have to print another
edition. Any one of our farmers, farmers’
sons or daughters who wish a copy, con
procure one by sending ten cents to
“ Western Farmers' Almanac" 156 and 158




This Is at preaent Itae moat popular
OYSTER
HOUSE
IN TUB CITY OF GRaND RAPIDS,
Nos. 12 and 14 Canal Street,
Opposite Swcet’a Hotel.
You will find all GAME in their season,
J
and every effort will be made to make
you feel at bomb, and to minis-
ter to your wants with
kindness and alacrity.
FINE LiaUORS’ and CIGARS
ALWAYS ON HAND.
Regular Meals only 25 ots.
I have opened a branch place tn the baaement
formerly occupied by the well-known firm of Croaby





Three doors East of Kruisenga’s Store.
Dr. E. A. Schouten,
FILOFIfclSlTOIt .
Thla new store will keep a full supply of the beat
and flueat
MSEL
And the finest aaaortment of
Wines & Liquors,
(for Medicinal use only,)
WHITER, GOODS
AT COST!
Having quite a largo atock of winter goods on
hand, which we do not wlah to carry over, and tn
order to make room for spring purchaaca wo offer
















In fact, everything In the way of winter goods
will be marked down to actual cost, and as every-
thing In the shape of woolen goods is sdvancing,
it will pay those In want of the above named
goods to take advantage ot this sale, which wll|
commence on MONDAY, JAN. 5th.
Comer Canal and Bronson,
Grand Rapids, Mich.





and New Departure in Me!'
leal Science, an Mtirelf
New and poaitivrljr tflttl-
lee Remedy (or the rpeedr
and permanent Cure of
Seminal Emlaalons St
I tn potency by the only
.j??!”
eipal Seat of the nieeate, actinj by Abaorntlon. and eiert-
lr.e iu iperifie influence on the Seminal Vealclca, Ejac-
ulatory Duota, ProeUte Gland, and Urethra. The «%«
cl the Heme-iy ie elterded with no pain or Inc- u.emence, and
doe. not interfere with the ordinary punuil. of life j il ii
quickly dinolvei »nJ eoon ebwrbed. pmducini’ an imme-
dwte MOthiujc and reilaratire «0ect upon the aciual and
r, n u. or-anxilion. wrecked from aelf-ubuee and r«ce».r»,
uopninf i <e drain from ll.a ayium, reiinriny the mind to
i ilih ml Bound memory, remorinq the Dimiic:wi if
b!cbt, Nervoua Debility, Confuaion of Ideaa, Aver-
ric J to Society, etc., etc., and the appearance of prema-
ture old ago utuallr accoiapanyir-.f tl.ii trouble, and rci" ~
I t porfret Sexual Vigor, where it hae been I’ormenf
And almost everything else belonging In a well
stocked drug store.
The above firm are the manufacturers of DR,
SCIlUUTKN’S
AKTI-B1L1S AND EXPECMANT PILLS
A-lTD
Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.
Prescriptions carefully compound at all hours,
day or night. _




— Just received at --
E. HEROLD,
Eighth Street, City of Holland.
A Complete assortment of Children’s and Infants
shoes for fall ami winter, and a full line of
Ladles’ ami Gentleman's wear.
o :-
eih,r-
I Mil... W— UM •• - -- - ----- ----- **>• (Of
jean. Thii m >Jb of treatment ha« Ho. d the teil in tery
ctrrt riaei, and I. now a pronounced Buceeu. Drugs are
to much prescribed in Iheae troublra. and. a» many can bear
nines* to. w;|h but littl* if *ny permanent good. There i. 10
No iaense aWt tbit Prcptmtioa. I'r.-rlicaloUertalior enable*
u» to poiitirely guarantee il »l it will *i»* ntiafacMon.—
During the eight year, thal ii bn been in general u*. . we have
tbnuiaudi of teitimoniali ** lo ll» »»lue, and il i* now conceded
by the Medical I rofea.ion lo be the moat rallonal meant set
diaeneered of reiching and curing thii srer* prevalent trouble,
that it well known lo be the eauae of untold inl-ery lo eo many,
ar.d t on whom quacks prey with their u.eleaa nratruma and
bis Iocs. 1 be Remedy la pul up in real 1‘oaet, of Ihrre ll:»».
1,0. 1, (enough to laal a month.) S3; No. 8. (auCiclert lo
elicit n permiuert cure, ttilcaa n eevare caaea.) SB: No. 3,
(•attlaf over three mouth*, will (ton emiulona and realme
vi— r in the worat eaaea.) •?. Sent by mail, aoaled, In plain
wrapper*. Full DIRECTION 3 for using wail accom-
pany EACH BOX.
lend for n Lmriptive Dunphlet giving Anatomical
llluatrationa, wtich will cunrii.ee the moat akrptical
thii tliey can be reatored Iu |<rf*ct manhood, and
fttfd forth* del let nf life, aame aa if never efTeetri!.
jJeut Scaled f»r tlunp to any oa*. bold ONLY by tbu
HARRIS RE!7£DY CO.WF’G.CHEMISTS.




CALL AND SEE US.
E. HEROLD.















AND ALL KINDS OF
FANCY GOODS.
Warner's Health Preserving Corsets.
Halr-Dreaelng done, and Switches made to order.
Call in and eee our selectlona.. We shall deem it a
pleaanre to ihow onr goods. . *81-3mo. fi. F. METZ & SISTER.
Watchmakers | Jewelers,
DEALERS IN
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
All Kinds of Spectacles.
Fall Line of Gold Pena*
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Hoiaakd, March 24,1878. S— ly.
FHCEITIX
Planing Mill
In rebuilding onr new shop we have purchased
entirely new
Machinery of the most Approved Patterns,





WE HAVE A STEAM
DIRTST KI I LIST
and TUB
DRYING OF LUMBER WE SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, BASH AND BLINDS,
Or anything in onr line manufactured on abort
notice.SS-ly WERKMAN A VAN ARK.
THE THORNY TREASURE.
UY Mlllt. NANNIK RTXKLK MOOBK.
Aw»y bacl^ln ray emidhood year*
There dawned a day Ml ne’er forjret,
With It a lewon leamrd in teara
Tuat'a deeply a tamped on memory yet
While awinplny on a lattice fate. .
In childiah sport, thoughtless and gay,
Not dreaming of the bitter fate
That darkly hung about my way,
A young man came (I knew h<m well),
Hurtle ily riding down the street.
And in one hand ho closely held
A butch of fliwera fresh and sweet.
I, laughirg. hailrd bftn (aa he passed).
In a wild burst of childish glee.
And, reaching up. with eager trasp,
I cried, * Oh, give those dowers to me !”
With rapid haste he onward sped,
But yet he heard my childiah pica—
Here, catch them quick !” he smiling aaid,
And tossid the fre?h bouquet to me.
But in my child-like eagerness, ̂
While thinking only of my prize
(Their beauty au * ibeir loveline-a
With rapture filled my longing eyes).
I caught them firmly in my grasp,
But quickly to the ground I flung
The treasure I had longed to clasp,
For in my hands the thoma had clung.
Longing heart, no darner heeding,
Till It felt the stinging pain;
Poor little hands, tom and bleeding.
Never touched those flowers ag-in.
Oft through life we grasp at pleasures.
But to feel their pole nous sting;
All through life we long for treasures
Which to our hearts would sadness bring.
And often in youth’s brightest hours.
While hope's golden sunlight daw ns,
Do we catch at falling flowers.
Only to feel ihelr piercing thorns.
Piercing t is heart with deeper wound
than that which scarred the tiny hand;
A pain for which no halm is found
This side of heaven's golden straud.
Many hearts are torn and bleeding,
In anguish deep and dark to-day;
Many yet the thorns unheeding
Are grasping flowera on life's way.
But from childhood's thoughtless hours
Temptation ne'er has crossed my way;
But with it comes those lovely flowers
That pierced and tore my hands that day.
The lesson learned remained through life,
And I’ve never sought a pleasure,
But in my eagerness a- d strife
I recall that thorny treasure.
Corinth, Miss.
Elsie, it would be hard to give it up.
And I have thought that you had grown
tired of me, and had given your love
to Lewis Walton, who seems a more
fitting mate— M
“A divorced man, Nathaniel I” Elsie
cried, lifting her eyebrows slightly,
although her cheeks were dyed with
burning blushes and her lips trembled
nervoiitly.
MA divorced man,” repeated Nathaniel,
buried his face in the cedar spears that
lay inch deep on the moist gronhd.
Never again could he take Elsie Mari-
an’s false face in his hands and kiss it
with a lover’s kisses. For she had will-
fully given up the pure, honest love of
his guileless heart for the love of man
who, in the sight of God, if not in the
sight of men, was legally bound to an-
other. Perhaps he had been mistaken
in kimfelf, but this he knew, he had
looking her full in the face. “Yes, ; made an idol of her and given her suchF.Ua ™ / ---- u: — love as no human being should lavish
on a fellow-creature, be thev ever so
perfect, and God Bad seen the foolish-
ness of his idolatrous love, and punished
him sorely for it.
After his passion of grief had spent
itself, he arose and turned into the
path that led homeward, feeling very
much as if he had stood beside Elsie
Marian’s grave and saw her laid in it.
His face had grown white and hard and
stern in that short but bitter struggle,
and the brown eyes were full of a grief
too deep for tears. Ho felt faint and
Elsie, there is danger of you forgetting
me through him, for he is a more pol-
ished, more fascinating man ; yet, Elsie,
dear, he is as unstable as the wind,
and not calculated to make any woman
happy,”
“Yon must think me very impressi-
ble,” broke out Elsie, whoso conscience
was not as easy as k might have been.
“When I gave my promise to be your
wife, I meant to keep it.”
Nathaniel Holt drew the golden head
down to his breast and breathed a silent
prayer over it; for Elsie was a woman,
with * beautiful woman’s love of the
Zit’l f<?L ‘>nd a?d he(kn7 th«ZmeWadow gHteTou^d th “hght of
enong of Lewis Waltou s character to | her ncwly-owakeued love in her blue
NATHANIEL HOLT’S IDOL.
“ I am so tired 1 ”
The flute-like voice that uttered this
pettish exclamation broke through the
fragrant stillncsn of the autumnal even-
ing like a jarring chord in some exquis-
ite melody, apd Nathaniel Holt looked
up from his paper with a slight frown
on his bronzed, handsome face.
He was tired, very tired, after a day
of hard labor on bis mountain lands
and had tiirown himself into a great
easy-chair of his mother’s, on the south
porch, for a moment’s rest ; and he could
not understand how the speaker, a tall,
supple girl, with hands as white as milk,
who passed her time in comparative
idleness, could be tired.
For Elsie Marian was not one given
to unusual exertion, and generally man-
aged to secure the good things of this
world with as much ease as was possible
or consistent with her position as de-
pendent niece in the home of her
mother’s sister, Nathaniel Holt’s aged
mother, who simply adored the bright
young girl who had brought sunshine
know the arguments ho would use, and
that he would not be sparing of flatter-
ing speeches.
“Remember this, Elsie,” ho said, sol-
emnly; “‘what God has joined together,
let no man put asunder,’ and, although
the law has separated Lewis Walton
and his wife, iu the sight of God she is
his wife still ”
“There” — Elsie lifted her face sud-
denly, and held up her lips for a kiss—
“that will do. I must go in to Aunt
Eunice.”
Nathaniel Holt kissed the lovely face, !
not once, but many times, and* years j
after those passionate kisses were re- 1
mem bored with keenest pain. Elsie 1
slipped away from him and ran into the |
house, and Nathaniel, silenced but not |
convinced, sat perfectly still, and tried




“Nathaniel”— she speaks nervously,
for her womanly instinct tells her some-
thing is wrong — “what has happened?
You are late.”
“ J ust this, Elsie”— ho takes her hands
in his and turns his set, white face
away from her— “I have lost something
out of my life which I shall never,
never own again— an untroubled mind;
and, Elsie, dear, forgive me if I have
mistaken gratitude for love, aud held
you against your will. Take the mau
of your choice, Elsie, and Heaven
grant you may not And your happiness
Dead -sea fruit.”
“Oh, Nathaniel!” Elsie’s tears are
falling over the hard, brown bauds; “I
did not deserve your love— I do not de-
serve your kindness now.”
“Go!” he says, gently, and Elsie slips
past him, leaving him to conquer the
her nest. The injuries inflicted by the
clutch of the eagle, and the mmaual
mode of traveling, so confounded poor
puss that she exhibited no signs of
life, and was accordingly left for dead
by the eagle with heryoung ones. But
soon after the eagle bad left the nest
the oat revived, and, having killed the
eaglets, made a hearty meal of one of
them. She then made a hurried re-
treat, and effected her escape without
farther injury.
Where the Burden Falls,
The strength of the standing armies
of Europe is at present flaunted in the
press as something fine to boost of and
talk about grandiloquently. A certain
pomp and grandeur, from the savage
habit still instinct in the human race,
are assumed when discourse is had of
immense armaments, of fleets and
navies, guns and fortifications.
A Medicine Should not be Gauged
By the suddenDeu and violence of ite effects.
Self-evident as this proposition would seem,
there are many foolish persons who are content
only with a remedy which acta abraptly The
pill and other nostrum-venders who trade upon
the credulity of this class find their “beat holt,*
aa poor Artemus Ward termed it, in the sale of
violent purgatives. Bo long as they wrench
the bowels of their dopes sufficiently, they are
pretty sore of a certain measure of success.
If, instead of such pernicious rubbish, Ilostet-
ter’b stomach Bitters is used, the results are
widely different The bowels are relie. ed, bnt
always gently, by this pleasant laxative, which
does not weaken, bnt invigora es them, and
endows the co-operative organa of digestion
and bilious secretion with activity aud regular-
ity, strengthens the constitution and physique,
aud, while it is safe in its constituents, is suffi-
ciently prompt in operation.
A Warranted Rubber Boot.
The “Candee’' Rubber Go., of New Haven,
Ct, is making a new rubber boot, which is just
what out-door men have long boon looking for,
viz, one that is warranted. These boots are
called the “16" Per Cent. StorUng Rubber Boott ' ~ They ----- - — “ AC* i/em owruu ihuuueri>uut>
are often brought out in a kind of ad- They warrant thorn three months, and if your
jectivo dress parade, and what can be ' — 4 — *• — •
done with them in the way of crushing
another nation forms the rounded
period aud swelling theme of essay end
oration.
Germany is said to have 1,000,000
men under arms, with food, clothing,
arms und ammunition in prime condi-
tion. Franco has nominally an immense
array, bat not so large, und so has Aus-
tria, Italy and Russia. Rut Germany
can dictate terms or overrun the terri-
tory of these other powers and have its
own will with them. Looked at solely
boot cracks or gives way in that time, you can
secure a now pair free of charge, provided the
boots have had fair usage.
That there may be no question about the three
months, when you buy the “05" Boots, the store-
keeper punches the date in the top of the leg,
in spaces provided for that purpose, and the
warrant begins from that date and cannot bo
disputed. These *95" Per Coni Boots are as
pure as can be made, and will last six months,
hard woar. The exposed portions are doubled,
and the solos are half au inch thick, of solid
rubber, and will outwear three pairs of any
other rubber boots. Illustrated cataloi
r-ito mifitre-w nf fthi-iohnau 1,.^ a,,..* | po^er him. At length he felt strongits mistress at Christmas, and her Aunt
Eunice was very busy over the expected
wedding. She loved Elsie with a moth-
er’s love already, and Nathaniel, as the
autumnal months drifted by, grew a
trifle thoughtful; for Lewis Walton,
who had been a summer guest in the
neighborhood, still lingered, and still
called on Elsie, who tried to hide her
growing fondness fo" his company. He
was wealthy, indolent and gifted with a
persuasive tongue. Elsie loved ease,
lacked firmness of principle and will,
and, although she imagined herself
faithful to Nathaniel, her heart was
slowly but surely being beguiled away
from the true and steadfast love of an
upright man.
Nathaniel watched her with a brood-
ing tenderness. He was so loyal him-
self that ho would instinctively notice
any wavering on Elsie’s part, he thought ;
enough to face his future, and went in
to the house with a look on his face
that told his mother the hour she
dreaded had come; for, with the keen
instincts of her sex, she had foreseen
the result of Lewis Walton’s attentions
and was more grieved than surprised
when Nathaniel told his pitiful story.
Elsie was married. The first snow
had just whitened the earth when she
left the Holt farm, the wife of Lewis
Walton, a strange pallor on her beauti-
ful face, a strange dread in her heart;
for some thoughts had come to her in
the eleventh hour that were neither
pleasant nor ennobling, for they taught
her that her life had been a mistake, os
far as stability of feeling and purity
of purpose were concerned; for the
white, weary face of Nathaniel Holtwa*
dearer to her heart than the handsome
face of the husband at her side.
his arm, as she often did in the autumn
gloaming, N ithaniel’s happiness was too
deep to be delusive, and he would hold
her to his breast as if nothing could
ever wrest her from his faithful arms.
.» w - — ----- o ---------- .Poor Elsie! little did she know of the
into her old house, and whoso helpless | passionate depth and power of this
orphanage covered many serious faults. ! strong man’s love. His homage was
At this moment Elsie was seated on a hers by right, and she accepted it as
yet the eyes of love are often blinded b^ t\°p ,
garden stool, half hidden by the droop-
ing boughs of a willow, laboriously fit-
tempting to twist tiny bunches of dog-
wood berries and autumn leaves into a
wreath, her dead-gold hair falling about
a face as fair as any lily that lifted its
spotless brow to tue opal sky, and no
violet that ever blossomed in the cool
tufts of meadow grass beyond the wil-
low copse was as blue as the modest
eyes she lifted to Nathaniel Holt’s
troubled face.
He stood over her, bis hands folded
on his back, and his broad, bronzed
brow flushed a little with some sudden
inward emotion.
“Elsie,” he began, the brown eyes
that she dared not meet searching the
face that drooped beneath his gaze,
41 what has tired yon ? ”
“ Nothing.”
“You were once a contented, happy
girl, Elsie; what has changed you ? ”
“ Nothing.” She spoke listlessly, yet
a faint, sea shell pink crept into the
round, soft cheeks and up to the roots
of golden hair.
“Yes, Elsie, something has changed
you; yon are the same, and yet not the
same. You have lost your blitheness;
you do not come to me with kind words,
as you once did, Elsie, and charm all
my cares away. Tell me why.”
Nathaniel Holt sat down on the grass
at his ‘cousiu’s feet, and watched the
color come and go in the face above
him. He was terribly in earnest, this
sober, self-contained man of 80, for
this young girl had been his idol for
years.
“ I am not changed.” Elsie tried to
steady her voice. “ I am the same tc-day
that I have been every day for years.
Yon know I am 20, and I must try
and be womanly.”
“ Has Lewis Walton anything to do
with the change, Elsie ? ”
Elsie's face blushed crimson, yet she
laughed merrily.
“ No. You surely are not jealous,
Nathaniel ? ”
It was Nathaniel’s turn to blush now,
which he did to perfection. For answer
he drew the dogwood berries ont of the
little bands, and held the slender fingers
in his own.
“I am not jealous, Elsie. You do not
seem contented of late; you are always
tired; you never run np the mountain
path to meet me, or take long rambles
id the woodland, so as to be near me,
as you once did. You see, I have grown
bo used te your tender, watchful love,
some Princess might the service of her
vassals. She never thought how deso-
late that life would bo if bereft of her
love— how barren of hope or happiness
would be his darkened future; for, if
he erred in any sense, it was in the
strength aud purity of the love ho laid
at her feet.
The purple haze of Indian summer
was lying on the hills. The sun sailed
through the mist like a great ball of
flame, and billows of dead-brown leaves
swept up the ravines, as Nathaniel Holt
trudged down the mountain path, his
brown cheek flushed with exercise, and
his eyes kindling with love as the old
farm-house, with its many windows
stained with amber, and tall gables
draped with scarlet runners, came in
view. His mother sat on the porch
bathed in a rift of ruby sunshine, but
he looked in vain for Elsio— Elsie who
had promised to come up the mountain
path to meet him. Something like the
murmur of voices attracted his atten-
tion, and, turning into a side path, he
came npon Elsie and Lewis Walton
seated on a mossy log, with their faces
turned from him. Syalfcon’s hunting
jacket and gun lay on the ground, and
Elsie’s hat had fallen at her feet, while
the fair glowing face was upturned to
the hazy November sky, as if she dared
not, yet longed to meet the fire of the
black eyes that seemed to read the in-
nermost thoughts of her heart.
“Elsie — Elsie,” the soft persuasive
voice was saying, “ be wise, and listen
to me. You do not love Nathaniel
Holt as women love men they marry.”
“ Nathaniel is so good, and has been
like a brother to me since mamma’s
death,” murmured Elsie, by way of
protest, while Nathaniel stood as if
rooted to the spot, his breath coming in
thick, hot gasps.
“That’s just* it, Elsie; you have mis-
taken your feelings. Instead of the love
you should give him, you will reward
his great love— for he does love you
deeply— with a warm, sisterly affection.
Ah 1 Elsie, think in time— I love von as
I have never loved before, and, Elsie,
yon love me,” said Lewis Walton, as he
put bis arm around her slender waist
and drew Elsie’s happy face to bis
bosom, aud covered the warm, red lips
with kisses.
Nathaniel Holt fled from the spot
like a hunted deer. The veins on his
temples stood out like whip-eords, and
dry, voiceless sobs broke from him as
he sank down on the mossy turf and
then to the
stirred Nathaniel Holt’s heart with a
touch of his old pain ; for he could not
forget that all this beauty aud grace
might have been his. Lewis Walton
might value it as a child prizes a beau-
tiful toy ; ho would have idolized it as
a devotee worships the beauty of his
goddess— and for this feeling alone ho
felt the great treasure of Elsie’s love
had been denied him.
But a rumor was stirring in the fash-
ionable world that never reached the
quiet old homestead. Meu looked with
pity on the lovely, trusting wife ; women
smiled and sneered behind their fans ;
and still Elsie never dreamed aught of
the shame and disgrace that was gath-
ering around her.
W hen the news of her fickle husband’s
elopement with a dashing widow reached
her, she threw up her hands with a cry
of despair— “ Nathaniel, Nathaniel, my
sin has found me out!”
Three days later the dead body of
her husband— for a railroad accident
had ended his career — was carried home
to her; and Elsie, broken and full of
bitter remorse, followed it to its last
resting-place; then turned her face to
the quiet old home she had left a bride
bnt a few months before.
Nathaniel asked no questions. The
sad, white* face was dearer to him now
than it had ever been before. He made
no outward sign of the love that was
burning within his breast, yet his care
of her was wonderful, and he thanked
God that through aflliotion he had been
sho wn the weakness of his idol, and that
Elsie was bnt human, while his own
heart had been purified in the fire of
tribulation. More than a year after
Lewis Walton’s death, we find them
standing where we first saw them— under
the old willow — and Elsie is wearing a
wreath of dogwood berries and autumn
leaves. Her cheeks are flushed and a
tender light fills the beautiful eyes.
“Elsie” — Nathaniel imprisons the
slender fingers— “you must let me
speak. Give me back the love I lost
when you became the wife of another.”
“Nathaniel”— Elsie’s voice is fall of
contrition— “I did not know my own
heart then.”
“You know it now, Elsie; say it is
mine.”
“Forever and forever, Nathaniel."
And who will question his right to
take the golden head to his bosom,
where we hope it may rest for many
years to come.
frnm * 1 V. T* ^ooKca at solely alogues
from the drum aud trumpet side there : with full particulars are supplied by the “Cau-
ls something imposiug, if not majestic, ' <,100" company on applijatiou, or the boats can
in the spectacle of a stalwart national 1 be Heeu lu m,,ot 8tort'“'
arm that can, at a moment’s warning,
strike a blow which will fell a rival and
shake the earth with the downfall. Rut
a closer examination ef the source
and cost of it reveals weakness as well
usstrength.
These million men under arms are a
million of idlers; not only do they not
produce a surplus and add to the wealth
of the world, but they have to be fed
aud clothed. Somebody has to sup-
port them, and the somebody is the
toilers who are notin the army, who ore
not idle, and who, after producing
enough for their own comfort, are
forced to additional labor in order to
nurture this million. A standing
army of 1,000,000 men would, in the
United States, represent one-tenth of
the laboring population -the pick and
flower of it, so far us ago aud produo-
live power are concerned. To support
this army, a man, after working nine
hours for himself, would be obliged to
labor one hour more to support the sol-
dier ami his family. On the shoulders
of every nine men in this community
would rest the burden of another able-
bodied laborer with all his lesjionBi-
bilities. In addition to this there is
the dead -capital stor-ed away in the
caunous, the armories, the fortifications! Uannr
and the magazines, whose principal use ' _ 150 n180 ana ,lflPP^
is not to reproduce, but to destroy, and I S'011 ̂  stoP a11 y°ur extravagant
this condition of things exists in a ' and wrong notions in doctoriiig yourself
large part of Europe. All this has un- 1 and families with expensive doctors or
1 ir,,s t* “ j" r-'T
other immediate causes which acooint and V,80 only .?ature 8 8imPle remedieg' ’ ' ' for all your ailments, you will be wise,
well and happy, and save great expense.
The greatest remedy for this, the great,
wise and good will tell you, is Hop Bit-
ters— rely on it. See anather column.
—Press. ___ ' ____
When exhausted by mental labor take
Kidney-Wort to maintain healthy ac-
tion of all organs.
Wautetf.
German A Co., Maraball, Mich., want an
agent iu this county at once, at a salary of $lu)
per month and expenses paid. For full partic-
ulars addreaH as above.
Yeobttnb.— When the blood becomes lifeless
and stagnant, oitbor from change of weather
or of climate, want of exercise, irregular diet,
or from any other cause, the Vkoetine will re-
new the blood, carry off the putrid humors,
cleanse the stomach, regulate the bowels and
impart a tone of vigor to the whole body.
For one cent purchase a postal card and send
your address to Dr. Hanford, 162 Broadway,
Now York, and receive pamphlets by return
mail, from which you can learn whether your
liver is out of order, and, if out of order or in
any way diseased, what ia the best thing in the
world to take tor it
Youno men gowest Learn telegraphy. Ad-
dress U. Valentine, Manager, Janesville, Wta.
Tint habit of running over boots or shoes cor-
rected with Lyon’s Patent Hool-Htiffoner.
, . . Conitimptlnn Cared.
An old pnjrtleian, retired from practice, berina bed
placed In bit hsndt by aii Eait India iniuionary the
formula of a tiinple ' (•/••table ri tnedy for tlm speedy and
permanent euro lor Consumption, Bronchitis. Uatnrrh,
Attnnia and all Throat and Lung Affections, alao a
P'liitive niul r.idicnl cure for Nanronf Lfobiliijr nnii nil
Nenmua OoinplalntM, after harine letted its wonderful
curative power* iu tuousandt of case* fcaa felt it nitm iiiousanu* ui se*. :: s l u 11 ma
duty to make It known to h'ssufT ring ftllowt. Actuated
by this motive, and a deaira to reli-ve human suffering,
I will tend int i of cbaige to all woo detire it this recipe,
In (iorman. French or Knpllth, with full diiectiona for
preparing and using. Sent by mall by add retting with
sUinp. naming thti paper. W. W. SHKttAK,
Powert’ m^k. Koch. tt«>. y. Y.
for the misery and poverty, yet in a
country where every tenth man is sup-
ported by nine others, the balance be-
tween prosperity and depression must
be so sensitive that bad harvests, or a
commercial crisis, ia enough to serious-
ly disturb it, aud plunge the people into
distress, of which wo know little on this
of the Atlantic. Of course, in a broad
sense, wo know it, too, because the bur-
dens of the whole world are rudely ad-
justed to the shoulders of the whole
world, but the heaviest part of them
lies upon those who are already over-
weighted.— Defrori Free Press.
The Eagle and Cat.
It is well known that eagles some-
times carry off hares; they are also
said to be exceedingly partial to tjhe
flesh of dogs, and occasionally they
ponnoeupon poor grimalkin. One in
the N orth of Scotland suddenly came
down npon a cat, and bore it away to
Sleep.
While sleep is the “season for all
natures,” it is injurious to curtail tha
hours of rest. For farmers and those
who live in localities where people can
retire at 8 or 9 o'clock in the evening,
the old notion about early rising is still
appropriate. But he who is kept np Hfl
10 or 11 or 12 o’clock, then rises at 6 or
fi, because of the teaching of some old
ditty about “early to rise,” is committing
a sin against his own soul. There is
not one man in 10,000 who can afford to
do without seven or eight hours’ sleep.
All the stuff written about great men
who sleep only three or four hours a
night is apocryphal. They have been
put upon such small allowances occasion-
ally and prospered ; but no man ever
yet kept healthy iu body and mind for
a number of years with less than seven
hours’ sleep. If you can get to bed
early, then rise early; if yon cannot get
to bed till late, then rise late. It may
be as proper for one man to rise at 8
as it is for another to rise at 5. Let the
bell be rung at least thirty minutes be-
fore your public appearance. Physi-
cians say that a sudden jump out of bed
gives irregular motion to the pulses. It
takes hours to get over a too-sudden
rising.
Did the Chinese Invent Bank Notes I
Sir John Lubbock, in the Nineteen M
Century, credita the Chinese with the
invention of bank notes. It is related
that about 119 B. C., the oonrt being in
want of money, the Halifax of the day
hit upon the following device: When
any Prince or courtier entered the im-
perial presence it was customary to
cover the face with a piece of skin. It
was first decreed that for this purpose
the skin of a certain white deer, kept
in one of the loyal parks, should alone
be employed, and then these skins,
which appear to have passed from one
noble to another, were sold for a high
prioe. Thus bank notes are believed
to have come into vogue iu China about
800 A. D., and were eallei feyt skn, or
flying money.
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ENCYCLOPAEDIA.
The moat valuable alngle Book ever printed. A
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THE HOME DOCTOR.
• Cube of Diphtheria.— When a mem-
ber of the family is attacked by this
fearful dispose, the best medical aid
should at once be called. The danger
is too great to allow this advice to pass
nuheeih d. Indeed, even in apparently
light cases, that appear to be progress-
ing to a speedy and favorable termina-
tion, the patient ofte » suddenly dies,
and' what are culled the sequence of the
disease— its later etleots on the organs
and tissues of the body— frequently re-
sult in death, or protracted disorder
and suffering. It will therefore be seen
that intelligent professional treatment
is necessary to prevent, if possible, such
serious results. But in some cases a
physician may be so far away as to ren-
der his assistance practically impossi
ble. For such, we say there are three
principal remedies. The first is the
saturated solution of chlorate of
potash, given m teaspoon ful doses ev-
ery hour. The French physicians rely
largely on this. The second is chlerine-
water diluted with from two to four
times us much water. A prominent
physician of Springfield, has for
the last sixteen years found it almost
uniformly effective. Prior to its use,
he lost half his cases. The third rem-
edy is sulphur. Dr. Field, of England,
has obtained remarkable cures with it.
His prescription is, we believe, to mix a
teaspoonful of the flour of sulphur iu a
wfne-gluss of water, and give it, as a
gargle. If the patient is unable to gar-
gle, blow some of the dry flour through
a quill upon the diseased paits of the
mouth and throat; or burn some of the
ulphur on a live coal, and let the pa-
tient inhale its fumes; •or, tilling the
room with the. fumes, let him walk about
and inhale them. The patient should
always be kept warm, the bowels open,
and the system well nourished with
easily- digested food.
Telegraphic Disease.— Shoemakers
who work iu narrow aud over-heated
rooms and in bent and constrained po-
sitions are subject to consumption ; the
students having too much brain-work
aud too little out- door exercise, tends
to dyspepsia; the farmer’s wife, with
farm cares added to her family cares,
tends— more than any other class of per-
sons— to insanity ; the clergyman even
has given his ministerial name to a
throat-nil, a disease that is caused by
bad (locution, undue exposure after
speaking, aud especially to spiritual,
parochial and personal anxieties. These
are among the old-fashioned diseases.
New employments bri'ig new ailments,
and among these is “the telegraphic dis-
ease.” Of course, it is only a small
percentage of persons that show the
morbid tendency of any employment.
High health,' based on a vigorous consti-
tution, will, with a modicum of care,
stand a very great amount of impru-
dence and exposure. The tele-
graph ic disease comes mainly to
females of a nervous organiz-
ation— the very class that is most
apt in telegraphy. The cause of the
disease is close, unvarying attention.
There is no room for automatic work.
This acts steadily on a single part of
the brain, affects it injuriously, and
causes palpitations, vertigo, wakeful-
ness, weakness of sight, and, later, de-
pression, loss of memory, etc. There
are two courses open to persons em-
ployed at telegraphy who And them-
selves thus affected. The first is to
abandon the business. No present ad-
vantage can compensate for nervous
disease. The second is to use their
leisure hours so as to give complete
rest to the exhausted portion of the
brain. Company, amusement and en-
tertaining books are specially healthful
in this disease. The patient should
also retire early, so as, if possible, to
secure an abundance of sleep. As an
aid against wakefulness, divert the
blood from the head to the feet, by
heating the feet in hot water just before
retiring. Good, nonrishing, easily-
digested food is also necessary, with
oat-meal and unbolted wheat-meal as
part of the daily diet. Strong ten or
coffee should not be used.
Swindling by Wholesale.
The various frauds unearthed by the
Postoffico Department recently give
new emphasis to the fact that if, as
some claim, immortality is denied to
other people, the fools do not die. The
Texas Gift Concert Enterprise received
$100,000 and distributed $3,000 or $4,-
000, the first prize of $50,000 going to a
confederate who w’as paid $500 for per-
sonating the lucky man.
One Henry P. Jones, iu New York,
sends autograph letters over the coun-
try to his “cousin,” who left the army
after the war, and whose name, the
same as the correspondents to whom he
is writing, “Jones” has seen in the di-
rectory. “Jones” says he is agent for
a lottery, and will arrange it so that
his “cousin” shall draw the prize on an
inclosed ticket, because it will be a good
advertisement if he goes around among
his friends and neighbors proclaiming
his good luck. In a few days “Bar-
nett” writes to “Jones’” “cousin;”
that is to say, he sends a letter to the
same parties in different parts of the
country whom “Jones” addressed, say-
ing that the correspondent thus ad-
dressed has drawn a watch worth $300,
on which, for packing, registering, etc.,
he is allowed a commission of $3. The
dupe sends his $3, and “Burnett” sends
another letter announcing that “Jones”
had no authority to send him a lottery
ticket free. He thereupon demands $5
more— the price of the ticketr-which
the dupe sends him, and th ecorrespond-
ence closes.
Another letter flooding the country
announces that the receiver of it, hav-
ing remitted the proper amount due,
has secured title to certain shares in,the
•* Silver Mountain Mining Company.”
The dupe chuckles at the mistake that
has been made, orders the certificates
forwarded and receives them. Then
follow sundry asnessm^nts upon the
stock as long os the innocent will stand
it.
The “American Book CompaDy,”
Weymouth, Mass., requests Postmas-
ters to forward .67 cents and the
names of the clergymen in his town, iu
return for which they will send him a
handsome Bible. ’“Iwas silly enough
to comply,” writes one victim, “and
have not received either the Word of
God or a word from the swindlers.”
Wo se than this, one wretch in Mas-
sachusetts sent out 300,000 vile circu-
lars last winter and fall, to children of
both sexes, and received 3,000 or 4,000
registered letters, containing money.—
Detroit Free Press.
Snow Forts.
There is no sport among winter
games more exciting and amusing than
snow-ball warfare.
All the boys must join in building
the fort, selecting the highest point of
the play-grounds, or, if the grounds are
level, the corner of a wall or fence.
Supposing the top of a mound has
been selected as the place where the
works are to be built, the first thing to
do is to make out the plan of the foun-
dations. The dimensions depend upon
the number of boys. A circle, twelve
feet in diameter, or a square with sides
of ten feet, will make a fort that will
accommodate a company of ten boys.
It is better to have the fort too small
than too largo. The chief engineer
must set his men at work rolling large
snow-balls; the smaller boys can com-
mence and the larger ones take them
in hand when the balls have gained in
size and become too heavy for the
younger boys.
Make these balls of snow os large and
dense as possible, then roll them in
place upon the lines traced out for the
foundation. We will suppose it to be
a square. In this case, cure must be
taken to have the corners of the square
opposite the most probable approach of
the enemy. This will leave the smallest
point possible exposed to the attack,
and the inmates of the fort can, without
crowding each other, take good aim at
the foe. After the four sides of the
square are covered by large snow-balls,
all bauds must pack the suow about the
bottom, and fill up each crack and
crevice, until a solid wall is formed.
Then, with spades and shovels, the
wails should bo trimmed down to a per-
pendicular on the inside, but slanting
upon the outside. The top of the wail
may be two feet broad and the base
four feet. When the wall is finished,
prepare a mound of snow in the center
of the square for the flag-staff. This
mound will bo very useful as a reserve
supply in case the ammunition gives
out. A quantity of snow-balls should
next be piled up, inside the walls, at
the four corners. This done, the fort
is ready for its defenders.— »S’f. Nicho-
las.
A Charmed Soldier.
Ex-Sergeant Ignace Hoff, the well-
known keeper of the Arc de Triomphe,
was once considered a spy by his Pa-
risian friends. He is now, and deserv-
edly, the most popular of living French
heroes, has been awarded every dis-
tinction and substantial recommenda-
tion which it is in the power of a thank-
ful nation to bestow, and is to be pre-
sented with a splendid rifle by public
subscription. But it is none the less a
fact, and a painful one, that when he
was made a prisoner by the Germans,
at the battle of Champigny, the rumor
obtained currency that he was only a
Prussian in disguise, who had found at
last a convenient opportunity of mak-
ing good his escape. At that time, be
it noted, the man had been for more
than six weeks shooting, upon an aver-
age, one German a day, in view of the
crowds of Parisian admirers brought to
the outposts by the renown of bis
prowess. He had himself received
more than twenty bullets in his uni-
form, to the extent of having six or
seven times to petition for a new suit,
without ever being wounded. There
was in his extraordinary good luck, as
well as his unerring skill, something
truly wonderful, which earned for him
in a few days quite a reputation.
The Last Flag Under Fire.
Gen. Tom Harrison’s Texas brigade
composed of two Texas, one Tennessee
and one Arkansas regiment, was prob-
ably the last brigade under fire during
the war, as it was engaged with North-
ern tropes between Baleigh and Salis-
bury, N. C., just above Chapel bill, on
April 14, 1865, the day that the armis-
tice was declared. The flag carried
on that day by one of the Texan regi-
ments (the Eleventh Texas ̂ Volna-
teers) is now in possession of John
Halford, of Denison, who| was a mem-
ber of that regiment at the time, and
who concealed it and brought it home
with him in the back of his jacket.
This is probably the last Southern flag,
fired at by United States troops. It is
a small silk Confederate flag and still
in good condition, there being only one
small tear in it, and that was done the
last day it was under fire— Af aeon
C Oa.) Telegraph.
WILL CURE
ScrofuU, Rcrufalou* Ham or, Cincar, Ctnoeroai Humor.
Kryiipel**, Canker, Salt Rheum, Pimplee or Humor
In the Face, Cougha And Coldi, Ulcere, Bronchi-
tie, Neuralgia, Dyepepaia, Rheumatiam, Paint
in the Side, Conatipation. CoeUreneea,
Pile*, Dlnlneea, Headache, Nervoui-
neii, Pain* in the Back, Falntneea
at the Stomach, Kidney Com-
• ' plainta, Female Weakneea
and General Debility.
This preparation it scientifically and chemically com-
bined, and ao strongly concentrated from root*, herbs
and barks that ite good eflecta are realised immediately
after commencing to take It There la no disease of the
human system fur which the Veoetikk cannot be used
with PEHrEcr safety, u it does not contain any meUL
lie compound. For eradicating the system of all Im-
purities of the blood it has no equal. It has never failed
to effect a euro, giving tone and strength to the system
debilitated by disease. It* wonderful effects upon the
complaints nsmed are surprising to all. Many have
been cured by the Veoktime that have tried mmy other
remedies. It cin well be called
Hie Great Blood Purifier
Dr. W. ROSS WRITES.
Scrofula, Liver Complaint, Dys-
* pepsia, Rheumatism, Weakness,
H. R. Stevens, Boston :
I have been practising medicine for 23 years, and as a
remedy for Sernfula, Liter Complaint, Dyt/irjiiia, Hhtu-
matiim, Weakneii, and all diseases of the blood, I have
never found its equal. 1 have sold Vegetine for 7 year*
and have never had one bottle roturnod. I would heart-
ily recommend It to those in need of a blood purifier.
Du. W. ROSS, Druggist.
Sept. 18. 1878. Wilton, Iowa.
Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.
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He nit' it tiijUrieHt'’ Apply to












clans throughout the world to be the best remedy dis-
covered for tlio cure of Wot
tlsm
btatna,
ed he ou ida, Hums, Kheuraii-
, Nklit lllaeaaea. Plica, Cntiirrh, t hll-
„....iis, tVc. In order that everyone may try It, It la
put up in 16 and 25 cent bottles for household use.
Obtain It from yourdrngglst, and you will find It superior
to anything you have ever used.
ER BRO’S CORSETS
rvcelv.d lit. Illalini U.dai .1 dm rveent
PARIS EXPOSITION
over .11 Araerlr.n coniMlIInrs. Their
FLEXIBLE HIP CORSET
(lio hour.) I* WAISAXTKD 110 1 to break
down over th.lilrt.. Prlr. 11.2V Their
and flexible and coutsloa no
Pries by mill.tl.tt.
alebyallUadlDX merchants.
8„ S&l Broadway. N. T.
$7 T Outfit f0 anag Ip*n^* 40 mts.SINK.
TOBACCO ANTI00TE“.'iiuciX,7ort“i""c"
in one week. Substitute sent by mall for One Dollar.
DR. H. L. MUNDY, P. O. Box 049, Williamsport, Pa§1425 $1 00
Proportional returns every week on Stock Options of
_ t»«, - SftO. — 9100, _ 9000.
Official Reports and Circulars free. Address .
T. POTTER WIGHT A CO.. Bankers, 86 Wall St., N.Y.
WEDDING STATIONERY
Parties contemplating marriage, and desiring some-
thing very neat and tasty In the way of Wedding Note
Paper and P-nvelopes, abuuld ask the publisher of this
paper to show them NEWSPAPER UNION aamplea
of such goods.
$777 Add^A^*Il^ sxiwnaee bva^enta. Outfit Free.
, Auguste. Maine,
$5 to $20
Oil 30 Dirs' Trial,
We will send our Electro-Voltaic Belts and other
Electric Appliances upon trial for SO d-y» to tboee
(filleted with ,\ trvout Jtebilily and ditta‘r» qf aver-
tonal nature. Also of the Liver, Kidneys, Klieumstum,
Paralysis, Ao. A ture cure unarai-leed or no /xiy.
Address Voltaic Belt Co., hfio-ahull, Mich.
FOB
85 Cts.
ON LIFE k PROPERTY.
$10,000 will I* pile) to any p.rw>a
Who can KXI’I.OUK A I..OIP tilted with
our aAFKTY ATTACHMENT.
Mailed fre. for Melt. Four for |l.
Agents Wanted, Mil. or Frmsta
8. 8. MUTTON'S SAFETY LAMP CO.,
Ill KOH ASTON, N. Y.
SiLBSBOOS, 11 WSST fiSOAUWAT, K. Y.
A Chinaman never swears when he’s
mad, because there are no “ cuss words"
in his dictionary. He simply upsets
his wash-tub, butts the bottom out, and
then feels better.
“That’s what beats me,” as the boy
said when he saw his father take the
skate strap down from its accnstomed
nail.
AGENTS WANTED
complete and authentic history of the great tour of
PTjlUpfJ)
Describes Regal Entertainment*, Royal Palace*, Ran
Carlotitiei, Wealth and Wonders of the Indies. China,
Japan, etc. tW~ A million people want It. This Is the
liest chance of your life to make money. Beware of
'‘catchpenny" imltatlona. Over 0OO pages. Price
only 93. Send for circular* containing full description
of th* work end oar extra terms to agent*.




will positively cure Female Weakness, inch a* Falling
of th* Uterus, Louoorrhics, Chronic Inflammation or
Ulceration of the Uterus, Incidental Hemorrhage or
Flooding, Painful, Buppreaaed and Irregular Menstrua-
Uon. Ao. An old and reliable remedy. Send postal
card for a pamphlet, with treatment, cures and certifi-
cate* from physician* and patients, to HOWARTH A





valuable T ______ ___
any sufferer sending me hit
Postoffic* and Express ad
Dh. H. O. ROOT. 183 Pearl Street. Nvw York.
MA80N&HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS
Demon, trated beet by HIGHEST HONORS AT ATX
WORLD’S EXPOSITIONS FOR TWELVE YEARS,
rit.: At Paris. 1887: VinrirA. 1871; Santiago, 1876;
Philadelphia, 187# ; Pabis, 187# ; and Gbahd Swedish
Gold Medal, 1878. Only Amoricaa Organs arer award-
ed highest honors at any such. Sold for cash or Install,
msnts. Illdbt hated Catalogues and Circulars, with
new styles and price*, sent free. MASON A HAMLIN
ORGAN OO.. BOSTON. NEW YORK, or CHICAGO.
EAR DISEASES
Dr. C. E. Shoemaker (the well-known Aural Surgeon
»f Reading, Pa.) girts all hi* Urns to the treatment of
Deafneee and Diseases of the Ear at hie office. Hie sno-
sea# has givsn him a national reputation, especially on
Running Ear and Catarrh. Call or send for hi* little
sock oa the Ear. its Diseases and their Treatment-
free f all. His large book (850 uMges), price
89.00. Address Dr. C. K. SHOKMAKEH.





AN L1IMKN8K AREA OF RAILROAD
AND MOVKUNMKNT LANDS, OF OR HAT
FERTILITY, WITHIN EASY REACH OF
PERMANENT MARKET. AT EXTREME-
LY LOW PRICES, I* now oflerrd for *ale
In EASTERN OREUON and EASTERN
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.
Frank I.rslle'* Illnstrntcd Newspaper Is*
faithful record of Current KvenU, Foreign and Domes-
tic, In Ita* Political, Social, Bclsntlflo and Commercial
world. Aa an Entertaining and Educational Journal It
la unequaled. It contains, beside the Domestic and
Forvign News of th# Week. Editorials, Serial and Short
Stories, Personal Gossip, eu.. etc. Amualng Cartoons
tad beautiful Illustration*. It hu nearly reached Ita
Semi-Centennial Volume, Pobliehed every Wednes-
day, price 10 cent*. AunuaJ subscription $4, postpaid.
Frank Lcalle’a Popular Monthly I* remark*,
bla tor Ita aioalltno*, obtapD*** and oomprehanalva-
neaa, and Ita reputation la firmly astabllshsd. The bast
living writers are among f
every departm
Ita ountrlbutors; Ita columns
nent of lltaratars, so that all
UKAIN AT PORTLAND COMMANDS A
PRICK EQUAL TO THAT OBTAINED IN
CHICAGO.
The Northern Pacific K. It. and Oregon
Itullwnv and Navigation Co. nre now build-
Inc .*04) mil re of railway, travcralng thle
region in all dlrectlone. The ncttler In thus
nMiircd cany and cheap tranniiortatlon to
tide- water on ibe Columbia river, and a
rapid Increase In the value of these land*,
which are now open to purchase and pre-
emption.
LANDS SHOW an AVERAGE YIELD of
40 BUSHELS OF WHEAT PER ACRE.
No Failure of Crops ever known.
UAJLROAD LANDS offered at the uniform
rate of 92.50 an acre.
CLIMATE MILD AND HEALTHY.
For pamphlet and maps, descriptive of
country. Its resoiirres. rlininte, route ol
uid full Inlormntloii,
ispresant s a . ______ ______ ______
tastes will bs gratified and all elassea of readers dtrive






S over 100 engravln
ar with a handsome
tlaplec*. Pullli  on tbs 12th of every




Frank Leille'a Cklmney Corner.-Thls beau-
tlful periodical has, for nearly twenty years, maintained
Ita •operiority over all competitors •• a Family J mirnal,
Story Paper and Homs Frisnd. New attractions ere
constantly presen tad, gnd th* moat popular
contribute to It. The content* embrace
Novelette*. Sketches, Adventure*, Bl
do!#*, etc. Sixteen





•, loat ratih. i pagsa, eight of whim i ___ „
Ity embellished. Published every Monday, price II
ot so
Frank Leslie's Handny Magazine. -Thle
brilllunt periodical u undoubtedly the cheapest Sun-
day Mvgailne In the world s It* merit* have eecured for
travel, rates at , address
OPIUMS
T. 11. T ANN ATT,
(Jen’l Eastern PaiM*r Agent,
252 Brwndwny. New York City.
ilno Ilnhlt Cured in 10




1 n (top., ttirt Coldrn Tesgae Rrr«t». 5
J kn-eawelU, walaat f»»f.w arnlM O yearv, »l»el k hook 8UH
\ r w L*lnno«, Ktool, rover * hunk. 6M3 togQftA. Before
 uuliuv im* Mire In wril*' wi>. Illn«tralrit Kvwvpapvrorat r rco
Ailirroe DANIEL F. BEATTY, Math: agios, 6*w Jro.ry.
RELIEF
Felt at once after nslng
HUNT’S REMEDY.
Bright’* Diieate, Kidney, BUd-
der and Urinary Dlaeases, Dia-
betes. Gravel and Dropiy are
cured by
II VAT’S REMEDY.IQ  Paint in th* Back, Side or Loins,
1 11 Disturbed Sleep, Loes of Appe-
tile, General Debility and all
Diseases of the Kldneyt, Bladder and Urinary Organa
are cured by IIUNT'M REMEDY. Physicians pre-
scribe II UNT’M REMEDY. Send for pamphlet to
WM. K. CLAKKE, Providence. R. I.
PENSIONS!
New Law. Thoutnndi of Soldiers and heirs entitled.
Pention* date back to discharge or death. Time limit'd.
Address, with stamp,
OEORtiE E. LEMON,
P. O. Drawer 325. Washington, D. C.
Cedar Bapids, Iowa.
Branch Office. 82 Randolph Su, Chicago, HU.
THE CHEAPEST BOOK IN THE WORLD I
The New American Dictionary.








u th# Old R glial)!# Concentrated Lye
FOR FAMILY SOAP-MAKING.
IT 18 FULL WEIGHT AND STRENGTH.
The market la flooded wlth (*vcan#d) Concentrated
Lye. which I* adulterated with eelt and rosin, and wa*
make earn?,
BA YE MONET, AND BUT "EB
SaponifieR
' MADE BY THE
Pennsylvania Salt Manufg Co,
PHILADELPHIA.
i xt * * rld ; a
eelvsa the
^ ____ r __ „ __ __ _____ _ ____ and • scalar ____
Pure and healthy In Ita ton* and teaching, atricUy non.
~ ' M of morality and vlr-
i most attractive form*,
ort Stories, A ventures,
_____ _____ embracing a larg# va-
, 128 quarto pages and 100 llluatratlona
Puhllahrd on th* lOthof every month.
_____ . ______ copy, 2# cent* ; annual subscription, IS.
postpaid.
Frank Leelle'e Lady's Journal U the meet
Popular, A i tittle and Entertaining of the Weekly Jour-
nal* of Fashion. Kaoh number contains 1# pages, with
excellent Pictures and Full Descriptions of ths very
Isitast Style* of Ladles’ and Children'* Wear; nteiuj
Information on Family Topic*, Select Stories, Poetry,
Fashionable Intelligence. Persons) Chit Ohat, etc , etc.
Fashion Plates arelmportod monthly from Paris exclu-
slvely for the Ladt'S Jochnsl. Published every Fri-
day, price 10 cent*. Annual subscription 14, postpaid.
Frank Leelle'e Lndy'e IHugnzInr.-The only
complete Fasblon Msgaxln* in Aaeriea. Its reports of
th* ever-varying sty!** of Oostums*. Hst*, Bonnet*, etc. .
are published stmultaneoi.sly with those in the French
journals, ao tnat ths subscribe re receive the earliest In-
formation. The plain and colored Faahlon Plates. Im-
ported monthly from Parts, are accompanied with so-
ourate descriptions, and the Ulastretlons are In tbs
highest style of art. Th# literary department Is of a
varied and entertaining character. Published month-




t,— A Magaxlne of Ha-




d Satire. A moat 
of 96 quarto pagsa, filled with Intereating Stoi les.Talee,
Stirring Adventures, Startling Incident!, Anecdote*,
etc., etc. It Is profusely and handsomely Illustrated.
Published monthly ; single copy
scrmlloti Si. 60. postpaid.
II cents; annual eub-
Frnnk Lealle'e Boys' and Girl*' Weekly.-
The oldeet and best juvenile paper published. A con-
stant eucoeealon of Serial and Short Stories, fall of
Fun, Animation and Brightnesa, and free from Sanaa-
Uonallsm. Portrait* *nd Sketchos of Dlstinplihed
Pupil* in the Public School*, Advantorea, Foreign
Travel, Anecdotes, Pussies, etc., etc. Each number Is
profusely Illustrated. Published every Monday. Pile*,
6 cent*; annual •ubaorlptton, 82.60,ingle number, 
postage Included.
Frank Lralle’e Pleasant Hour*. -A monthly
periodical containing literature of the mnst pleasing
character. Tale*, Narrative*, Adventure*, Poetiy, etc.,
etc. Kvery story U complete In each number and th*
page* abound with beautiful engraving* and exceeding*
ly delightful and entertaining reading. A pleasant
hour can alway* be passed In IU company. Price II
cent* a copy. Annual subscription 81.60, postpaid.
Frank Lealle'e Chatterbox 1* expressly designed
to please the eye with It* wealth of picture*, and to en-
tertain and loetniot youthful readers with It* carefully-
prepared literary content*, which will not fall to fix the
attention cf, and Intel e*t and Inetrnet, children of ten-
der year*. The Ohattzbbox should be In every house-
hold. Published monthly. Price only 10 cent* e copy,
or 81 A year, pottage free.
Frank Leslie’s Publishing House,
, A3. AA and AT Park Plncr, New York.
Containing 80.000 WoEDt, D o nb I e-C ola an
Pages, and (lluitratvd with 260 rogravlnn. Orthog-
raphy, Pronunciation, end Definitions sc-
cording to tbt Nil English and American
Lexicographer*. Very hasdiomely bound in Cloth
and out. 8«nt Free to avary reader of iMi advcrtlicmcnl
npon receipt of 97 Cent* t* pay protaga and ether
tipenrei. Tbia great offer !• good for 60 day* only, end
li mad* rolaly for th» purpoia of Introduction. Bnt tw#
Dictionaries will be sent to one addren for Fifty Cenla. Ordav
now. Knrlott *7 CenU In eurnney or poauga tarn pa,
and mtntion tb'.i paper, and addrcia
WILDES At CO., Arch 9t., Doeton. Knee.
A Urge eight-page paper of A6 broad columns wUl be
cent postpaid to any address, one year, for
ONE DOLLAR
mi ITH ORGIH CO.
First Established ! Mott Successful!
THEIR INSTRUMENTS have • standard
value in aU the
LEADING MARKETS
OP THE WORLD!
Everywhere recognized aa the FINEST
IN TONE.
OVER SO.OOO
Made and In 9(b. New Designs constantly.
Bert work ami lowest price*.
HE* Send for q Catalogue.
and
hYOUNG month. Kvery graduate gueranteed a paying altua-








BECAUSE IT ACTS ON
|LIFER,THE BOWELS AND
INEYS AT THE 8A3IE TIME.
Because it oleansea the systt
 Che poisonous humors that devt
lln Kidney and Urinary diseases
lloucnees, Jaundice, Constlpa
IPIIcs, or In Rheumatism, Nsur
|and Female dlsordoro.
KIDJfEY.WOBT 1* a dry vcgctaMi
Hmada^ ran k* by mnU
jOneparkage will nukealEqfgof nied
•mrsr it notbs
Boy It *t lb* Drngglaia. Frte*, #1
ttUJt, UCHAIDSWf k CO,, frcrrisU
BnriUgtra. YL \
O. N. U.
W * ^1 ?*»YwTiou ra w> t baU*A
larmct?’ ®oI«mn.
The Prentlee White Grape-Letter from
Hr. Prentiss,
I rend your de&sertation on white grapes
at Rochester with much interest. You
surmise much truth.
In regard to quality of fruit everyone
will judge for himself. The white grapes
now being propagated by T. 8. Hubbard,
which he now calls the Prentiss, was
grown as you say on Crooked Lake. It
has been in bearing now 20 years; and I
have now no moneyed interest in the sale
of roots or wood. I have some knowledge
of all the white grapes presented to the
public lor acceptance, and without dis-
paragement to others, would like to say
that whoever lives 10 years will find the
Prentiss one of the hardiest growers, a
prolific bearer, and if ns successful in
other localities as on Crooked Lake,
as near the grape for the million as
any grape that grows. Let none
fail to test It, wherever hardy
grapes can flourish. It will not disappoint
them. The Prentiss is in every other
qualification better than the fruit, which
is more than can be said of any other pos-
sibly good white grape. I do not put the
Lady or Martha as passable.
If I have another fall I intend to put the
Prentiss in the Detroit market for sale,
and will forward you a sample box. The
average price at wholesale ifl New York this
year was 19 cents per pound. Throwing
out the Lady and Martha, there is but one,
at most two. that will survive the test of
10 years. The Niagara and the Pockling
Ion can never be successful vineyard
grapes. Yet their showy appearance will
make them desirable when they can be
successfully grown. At the proper time I
may call on you for reference to a com-
mission man in Detroit. — J. ir. Prcntiis,
in the Pont and Tribune.
How Far Will Bees Fly for Honey.
Qulnby, in his “New Bee Keeping,”
gives answer to the above question which
may interest our apiary readers: “The
precise distance that bees will fly in search
of forage, I am unable to state. Some
consider three miles to be the extreme
limit, while others place it as high ns 12
miles. The most satisfactory results may
be expected, if abundant stores can be
found whithin two miles. It is evident
that they will work more freely upon blos-
soms at some little distance than when
these are very near the apiary. If I were
to sow anything with a view to a supply
of honey, I should prefer that it should
not be in the immediate vicinity of the
hives. Their flights- are evidently modified
by local conditions. During the large
yield from basswood in 1874, as the blos-
soms failed in the valley, the bees con-
tinued bringing in the same quality of hon-
ey, following the basswood day by day as
it opened on the hills, until the first week
in August, when they still came in heavily
loaded, but very tired trom a long flight.
I drove to the heights, six miles distant,
and found that basswood was there just
coming into bloom. I Immediately moved
48 swarms to this location, and in the fol-
lowing week these 48 colonies gave me
one ton of surplus honey, while the 71
swarms left at home did not secure one-
half that amount; yet they continued work-
ing upon the same ground during the
entire period. This is a fine illustration
of the advantage of obtaining forage with-
in a reasonably short distance. I have
never had direct proof to the effect, yet
there is ground for the belief that if honey
could not be found nearer, bees would
not fly the distance named, without being
gradually led along by newly opening
blossoms as in the case mentioned.”- ----- -
Tree Planting in Autumn.
Having planted many thousands of fruit
trees, including peach, pear, apple, quince,
cherry, plum and that in different states,
North and South, we are unhesitatingly
of the opinion that a much less percentage
of trees die when planted in the fall than
when planted in the spring. The reasons
are obvious on reflection. The ground is
usually put in better order. The soil be-
comes settled around the trees, while the
soluble portions of the soil settle down
around the roots ready to be assimilated
on the first motion of the sap in the early
spring. The trees get the benefit of the
first effort at growth and advance their
rootlets so far that there is little danger of
the hot weather of summer, when trees
planted in the spring, having made but
little comparative growth, usually feel the
trying effect of July and August suns.
There is no necessity for the expensive
work of staking and tying, so much talked
of by writers without practical experience.
We have never staked a tree set in antumn
—never lost one. If, however, trees are
secured too late for fall planting they
should be heeled in and planted as early
as possible in the spring.— 5. R. S. in the
Practical Farmer.
Over 1,000 operatives were added with-
in the last year to the silk spinners of
Paterson, N. J. These include not only
those from Macclesfield, Coventry, and
other English towns, hut many from the






We will give $1000.00 for any Alum or
other adulteration found in
this POWDER.
Indorsed by the Brooklyn Board
of Health, and by the beat chemists
In the United States.
It is STRONGER than
any Yeast Powder In
the world.
It NEVER PAILS to
make llsht bread when
used as directed.
It Is COMMENDED by every
housekeeper who has given It a
rair trial _
It is an entirely NEW INVEN-
TION, wlthoutany of the bad quali-
ties of soda or saleratua, yeast or
other baking powders.
It has in Itself a tendency
to auitaln and nourish the
system.
Good food makes good health; and health
Is Improved or Impaired In proportion as the
food we eat Is nutritious or otherwise.
Lewis’ Baking Powder always makes
good fbod.
One can of this Is worth two of any other
baking compound.
It makes bread whiter and richer. '
More than half the complaints of had flour
arise from the use of common baking pow-
ders, which often make the best of flour turn
out dark bread.
The most delicate persons can cat food
prepared with it without injury.
Marly every other baking powder Is
adulterated and Is absolutely Injurious.
Tills Is mode from Refined Grape Cream
of Tartar, and Is PERFECTLY PURE.






A single trial will prove the superiority
of this Powder. _
mjrUT ACTOR KD OWLT BT
GEO.T. LEWIS & MENZIES CO.
PWTT.ARET.PWTA.
A MONTH guaranteed. $12 a day at
home made by the industrlond. Capital
Inot required; we will alert you. Men,
U V u women, boya and drla make money faater
at work for ua than at anything elae. The work >•
light and pleaaant.and such aa anyone can eo right
at. Those who are wlac who aee’thla notice will
tend ua their addreaaeaat once and ace for them
aelvea. Coatly outfit and terms free. Now la the
time. Those already at work are laying up large




R»lned In the treatment of a large number o f eaiet under






Fluor Albua. ______ jOrWIUTESI
Thlidlieafc, 10 prevalent among n ... . ...... .
uudentood by phriiciap*. Iti drain upon the ejitrm if
to exceiiive ana debilitating, that our American women
are rapidly becoming a “race ot invalidf.-’ Incapable of
producinf healthy oflaprinf.or enjoying llft’a plea-urea.
Prof Harria' Vaginal I'aitille.a new departure in medicine.
A thoroughly common aenae treatment. Applied directly
to the aeat of the dueaie, and ita apecifle Influence exerted
at 0DP* •producing an immediate soothing and reatoratlva
effect. The application of the remedy is attended with no
pain or unpleaaantneta, and does not interfere with the or-
dinary punuita and pleasures of life. Circulars ere sent In
perfectly plain envelopes, securely sealed from observation,
and remedy put up in neat plain boxes el threp a izea, with
full directions Inaide. No. 1, (enough to last a month,)
IS ; No. S, ( enough to last two mouths) , |8 1 No. 8, < laating
three monthi, and Ample for cure, excepting in chronic
cases) |10. with each box we send s female Syringe
and aome Tonic Pills, Mauxllieriea to the remedy.
1 beings thoroughly practical t
Prof. Harris Vaginal Pastlliee can be obtained only from
HARRIS REMEDY CO. WFG. CHEMISTS.
Marks! and 8th «ts. 8T. LOUIS. MO.
BOOKS”.' MILLION
A large, new tad eonplat# Guide to
Wedlock, coBUtalag, with maajr etharv,
the foUowiag chapters A coap«t*ot
Womanhood, Salacrtoa of Wifa, Eridaoeta
of Vlrgialty, Temperament!, compatible
and Incompatible, Bterllity la Womea,
cam and treatment. Advice to Bride*
.... ..... -groom, Advice to Hoobanda, Advice to
Wivee, Proetltutloo, ile canatv. Cehbaey and Matrimony com-
pared, Conlagal dull.*, Conception, CoaBnement. Love end
Courtahip. impediment* to Marriage la male tad female. Selene*
of Reproduction, Single Ufa eonaiderad, Law of Mamago,
Law of Divorce, Legal right* of married womea, etc., laelnd.
Inc Ulaeaeee peculiar to Women, their cauee* aid treat-
meat. A tx»>k lor private and comiderale reading, ot 830 pages,
with full Hals Engraving*, by mail, staled, for M cents.
-THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER"
Impotenor, from Self-thnae and Exeetaet, cauaing Seminal
for*1 liiTcara of all private disease e’) 834 pages, over 00 piates,
AdrieerLeetaro ea laabeed and Wominbosd. l* A
FOR onedollar ££
ninl^ounn^n^olume. conti
£heW author' la an eawricnced physician of many
years practice, (as it well knowm, and the advice given,
and rule* for treatment laid down, will be found ot great
Chronic ’ diseases. -






chronic diseases tad complicated cases, hrpb K Uener.
rittm, Meet. Blristarr, Orth III. A» CHnaiT TrsiMm, Byphl-
litis or erenrisl affections of Ihe throat, skin or bonam
treated with eucceas^ without ̂»ing Mercury,
mbut’whese po?iWe!
... ....... . ......... ...... jXmVBEE and invited
/ DR. BUTTS ikvllm all peraoas taftriag from RUP-V
f TUBS to sand him their name and eddroea. and her.^- «
1 nainret thm that they will isani something to thrfr I
^odvanugn. — I* 1» not n True. f
FALL AND WINTER OPENING.
I will dose out our a8?ortnieut of BUF-
FALO ROBES at ridiculously low
prices.
BOYS’ OVERCOATS, which have been
bought during the cheap limes, will be
closed out at cost to make room (or the
spring trade.
Immense stock of BOOTS and SHOES,
all bought before the rapid rise in prices,
will be closed out “dirt cheap."
I have 000 or 700 acres of GOOD LAND,
which I offer for sale very reasonable
figures. Call at the store and ascertain.
A large number of DRESS SILKS in dif-
ferent shades and colors.
Fall and winter DRESSfGOODS. The lat-
est styles and patterns. Real novelties.
A large variety of ready made CLOAKS,
ot different prices.
A complete stock CLOAKING, and a large
variety of Trimmings.
Numbers of SHAWLS, of all prices, and
SKIRTS of different styles.
HOSIERY of evety description; Ladies’
and Misses’ HOODS, corded Velvet,
Buttons, Nubias, Umbrellas, etc.
Stock of PRINTS and GINGHAMS, of
the latest styles.
Ready-Made CLOTBING— the largest and
most complete stock ever brought into
Holland.
A full line of choice FAMILY GROCER-
IES, including the best Japan Tea for
50 cents.
All grades of SUGARS, as cheap as any-
where else, and hundreds of other neces-
sary, useful and ornamental articles, too
numerous to mention.
We are so crowded that we desire our customers to ask for goods if they don’t see them.
Wheat, Corn, Oats, Potatoes, Butter and EGGs taken in exchange for goods.
Lime, Stucco, Lath, Shingles, Salt (by the pound or barrel) always on hand-
ALSO, STOVE WOOD.







Mrs. M. P. Visser,
ON THE
Cor. of Eighth and River Streets,
Still contlnnec to sell a? cheap a? ever, and our
American nnd Holland customers can rely on just
as civil and efficient treatment as heretofore. We
have a Stock of
DRY GOODS
Which we sell cheap,
be taken In exchange,
at the old store of
Holland. Nov. 1, 1879.
BUTTER and EGGS will
Call and see for yourself,
MRS. M. P. VISSER.
38-3mo.
CARPENTER SAWS
Or any other kind, you can file yoaentwl/ with onr
A>tc Machine an that it will cut Better than
Ever. The teeth will all remain of equal site and
abape. Sent free on receipt of $9.CO to any
part of the United Btatea. Illuetratwf Circnlar«/Vci*.
Good Agent* wanted in every eounty and
city. Andrew E. BOTH <1; BBO., New Ox.
ford. M*a.
OUT We have hundreds of letters from men pain#
tir Machine who say they would not take for it.
New Store !
The undersigned having formed a co-partnership




To $8,000 a year, or $5 to *20 a day
In your own locality. No risk.
Women do as well as men. Many
) v v Vmake more than the amount staled
above. No one can fail to make money fast, And
one can do the work. Yon can make from M> cts.
to $2 an honr by devoting yonr evenings andspare
time to the business. It costs you nothing to try
the business. Nothing like It for money making
ever offered before. Business pleasant and strict-
ly honorable. Reader, If you want to know all
about the best paving business before the public,
send ns yonr address and we will send you full
particnlars and private terms free- samples worth
$5 also free; von can then make r p yonr mind for
vourself. Andreas GEORGE STINSON & CO.,
Portland, Maine. 19-ly
STORE,
Respectfully Invite the public to come and give
them a nail, at VENNEMA’S BRICK
STORE,
No. 82 Eighth St.
M. Huizenga & Co.
Will make it an object for cash enstomera to deal |
with them. Their Stock la all fresh and complete ;
Call and see for yourself.
GROCERIES SOLD VERY CHEAP.
A full assortment of Crockery.
tVAH kinds of Farm Produce taken in ex-
Gray’s Specific Medicine.







lhat follow, as a
sequence of Self-
e mi. Abuse; as Loss . —
More TatagorMeTi7;|ffi;Alto Takbg.
Pain in the Back, Dimness of Vision. Premature
Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to In
sanity or Consumption, and a Premature Grave.
0f"Knll particulars In our pamphlet, which we
desire to semi free by mall to everyone. $3fThe
Spcriflc Medicine is sold by all druggists at $1 per
package, or six packages for $r>, or will be sent free
by mall on receipt of the money by addressing,
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 10 Mechanics' Block. Detroit, Mich.
Sold In Holland and elsewhere by all whole
sale and retail druggists.
8-1 v
Dr. VHITTIER
617 St Charles Street, St. Louis, Mo.
A rfjtularftraduatt: of two MrdiralCollcgvf,haa been longer
engaged in the inecial Ireatim-nt of all Venereal. Sexual
and Chronic Diaeases Uian any other Phyaielan in 8L
Louie, u city papcri ehow, ami aifolil rciidente know.
Syphilis. Gonorrhcoa, Gleet. Stricture. Orchitis,
Hernia, or Rupture, all Urinary Liaeases ar7
Syphilitic or Mercurial Affections of the Throaw
Skin or Bones, are treated with unparalleled lucceaa, on
lat eat acientifle principle*. Safely. Privately.
Spermatorrhea. Sexual Debility and Impo-
tency. •* the rcault of Self-Abuee in youth, acxual ex-
ceatei in maturer year*, or other enuaea, and which produce
aonicottlie following eflerta: nertouincai. aeminnl cmia-
tioni, debility, dininet* of light, detective niemoty. pitnplee
on the face, ph/rical demy, averaiou to aociety of female*,
centurion of Ideal, low of aexual power, etc., rendering
marriage improper or unhopl.y. are permanently
cured. Conaultation at otiiee. or by mail free, and invited,
When it i* inconvenient to viait Hie city for treatment,
medicine* cxnbe aent by mall or expert* everywhere. Cur-
able caaca guaranteed, where doubt cxiit* it u frankly atated
Pimphla: for Mo:. 1 L-»up; f:r W;nca, 1 bump ;
Oo-aio, fr tetk, 2 Stomps. Cl Tag s.
MARRIAGE ! pages.
pZFtIs. I GUIDE.
Liegcnt cloth and glltblndinpr. Scried for 80c.
In portage or currency. Over fifty wonderful pen picture!,
true to life; article* on the fo'lowing auhjeeta: Who may
marry, who not. why. Manhood, Womanhood, Phyiical
decay. Who aiioula marry; How life and liappinfai may
be inereaned. The I’hvaiologv nf Reproduction, and many
more. Tlioae married or contemplat'.'.g marriage ahould
read it, then kept under lock and key. Popular edition,
fame aa above, but paper cover, HtC page.. *5 et*. by mall,
in money or poitage. Chcapc.t good guide in America.
PRESCRIPTION FREE
For the ipeedy euro of Seminal Weaknea*. Loet Manhood,
Iremature Debility, Nervou.naaa, Despondency, Confuaion
of Ideaa, Averaiou to Society, Defective Memory, and all
Disorder* brought on hy Secret Ilnbiti and Excesaea. Any
druggiat hni the ingredienta. Addreii, _ *






Farming Lands for Sale.
120 acres In Olive. Best land In the town.
40 acres In Olive. Very good load and well
situated.
80 acres nesr Ventura Postoffice In Holland.
40 acres on Grand Haven road In Holland town,
ship, a large part cleared. First rate fruit land-
Apuly to II. D. POST,•28-tf Holland. Mich.
Ua MM
I Y$ pure lllood, Loh.i of Rui-rgy. I’ar-
Impotence, Diatreaaing Night
li'ffi ICn ! .4 Kmis'ionx, and many vital euls
HLJLLmA^AAJ reuniting from forty Error and
exceeaea, which, if neglected, end In premature de-
cline, treated with unparalleled aueceaa on entirely new
prlnelplea. effecting cure* fa ni mnny day* aa required
week* under old nauseating and dangerous remedies.
"Treatise on Debility" and list of questions sent in
plain aealed envelope on receipt of I wo. V. stamps, ho
Ere JtaqwireJ until eatisfseiorv resuila are obtained. Ad-





100 acres, three miles north of the cltv, on the
Grand flaxen road, with dwelling and orenard.
120 acres, of which ten are cleared, situated In
the township of Olive, near Cole’s mill. Good
house.
80 acres of land In Section 21. of the township
of Holland Also £0 acrea, mostly cleared, clay,
gravel and sandy land, adjoining Dirk Paulas', In
the township of Holland.
The above lands can be bonght at reasonable
terms. Inquire of
M. D. HOWARD.





No. 35 Ionia [St.
GRAND RAPIDS.
This Restaurant Is known as the finest in the
State, is brand new. and fitted up after the most
Improved methods of entering to the public.
$y Regular Meals, 25 cents.
AIJ kinds of Game and Fish, in season. Shell
Oysters and Clams,
The finest Dining Parlors in the city, for public
or private use.
CHOICE LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Call and see for yourself.
37-3mo. _ C. L. MORAN, Propr'.
NEW FIRM!
New Stock! New Store!
Boot & Kramer.
We respectfully invite the attention of our citi-
zens to the stock of goods which we have opened
one door cast of E. Van der Veen’s hardware store,
and the prices for which we offur them.
Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,
Laundry and Toilet,
Soaps, etc., etc.
Our 10 cent Tea Is called A No. I for the price by
expert judges. Fine Candies, Tobaccos anil
Cigars, Toys, Notions, Flower Pots, Hanging






We Invite the attention of retallere to onr Cele-
brated Lager Beer before making ongagementa
elsewhere.
$7* Onr Brewery le also known as the HollandBrewery. w
Come and see ns.
FREY BROTHERS.
Grand Rapids, Dec. 1 , 1879. 43- 3m.
A NEW COMPOUND.
Sci kntitically prepared of Skills Tolu, Cryittl-
till Bock Cindy, Old By» WhlikT and other Tonics.
The riiRMi la is known to onr best physicians, Is
highly commended by them, and tho analymb of
one of our most prominent chemists, Prof. G. A.
Mauinkr, of Chicago, Is on the label of every bot-
tle. It is a well known fact to the medical profes-
sion that TOLU, ROCK and RYE will afford the
greatest relief for Coughi, Coldi, loflaosn, BrcfioMtli,
Boro Throat, Woik Lun;», also Cosnsptloa, In the in-
cipient and advamced stages of that disease.
It is used as a Bivmgo and for an Appetiiir, mak-
ing a delightful tonic lor family use. Try it. you
will find It pleasant to take, jof great service, If
weak or debilitated, as It gives itrength, tom and
activity to tho whole human frame.
L«'“Put up In Quart size Bottles for Family nse.
Bold by Druggists and Deilera everywhere.
Lawrence & Martin,
Sole Agents for the United States and Canada.
ALSO,
Impsrtws of Fine Wines, Liquon and Cigars
„ 111 Madison St., CHICAGO.
4<-8m.
Give ns a trial and you will be pleased with
goods and Prices.
No trouble to Show Goods.
BOOT & KRAMEK.
Holland, Mich., June 21, 1879.
READ! READ! READ!
The arrival of the Fall and Winter Stock of
Goods at
F. & A. Steketee
Consists of a complete assortment of
Fall and Winter Shawls
* *
Also. A FULL LINE OF SHIRTS.
A Splendid Assortment of Dress-Goods
for Full nnd Winter.
A large assortment of Woolen Blankets, Horse
Blankets. Gloves. Hosiery, and cords of
Bleached and Unbleached Cottons.
All Kinds of Underwear for Men, Women,
and Children.
A large variety of HOOPSKIRTS. and a Splendid
CORSET for 28 cents.




A full line and fresh supply of CHOW-CHOW,
PICKLES— the choicest brands.
Our iO cent TEA almye on hand.
Yanis, Table Oll-Cloihs, and Ginghams and Cali-
coes In endless variety. ̂  & a. STEKETEE.
NEW GOODS.
COMPOSITION Books ever shown In town.
Soha pbookh — all kinds.
We soli five quires ®f Good Note Paper for 2.5
cental
38-tf.
H. D. Post.
